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POSTPONE MINAKI MEET ONE DAY

CNR Photograph

of the WAB ConvenMinaki Lodge is a C.N.R.
have been changed to summer hotel, operated along
'»umber 3 and 4 instead of the same lines as Jasper Park
'amber 2 and 3 as originally Lodge, on a smaller scale. It
ncnced, due to accommoda- is located 112 miles east of Winn roblems at Minaki Lodge. nipeg on the C.N.R. main line,
in the Lake of the Woods
C rtacted by long-distance
District,
on t h e Winnipeg
lone in Calgary, WAB
River. There is a nine -hole golf
:5 ent, Bert Cairns, said the
course and good fishing.
te has now confirmed the
le definitely, and hopes deleNearest T.C.A. air field is
te and guests will arrive a
Winnipeg.
rly (Sept. 2) to indulge in
The C.P.R. railway point is
Id he termed "a little fun
20 miles south of
Kenora,
i Imes".
Minaki, on the main line. The
V B officials anticipated a
trip from Kenora to Minaki can
Kt attendance of
eastern be made by boat. Gerry Tonkin,
en, and radio men who were manager of station CJRL, Ken ited by the distance from ora, will be glad to arrange
-eying the
CAB meeting in transportation from the Kenora
'P' last June.
station and be of any service to
delegates and guests who wire
'hides regular features
him at CJRL.
4i1 ss and pleasure
west' LDadcasters will hear presNearest L.C.B.O. store is at
lat,ns of reports
by the Kenora. Minaki Lodge has no
h)n general policy, public cocktail bar, but is licensed to
dans and sales.
sell beer and wine.
1 Yes

,n

- -

TORONTO RADIO AT CNE
Newscasters To Be Televised
Each day in Television Hall
at the Canadian National Exhibition (Aug. 22 -Sept. 6) newscasters from Toronto stations
will do their newscasts onto the
air and at the same time be
televised for the benefit of
visitors to the Ex.
Arrangements have been
made to have specified pick-up
points at all important points in
Exhibition Park, and these
points have been made available
to all Toronto stations and the
CBC networks for the purpose
of doing on -the -spot broadcasts.
Arrangements are in the hands
of a radio committee presided
over by Jules Brazil, Band Shell
Director of the C.N.E. Representing Toronto stations on
the committee are Jack Dunlop (CBC) ; Wes McKnight
(CFRB) ; Don Insley (CKEY),

®1
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and Jack Thompson (CHUM).
CHML, Hamilton, has arranged for its own studio in the
Coliseum from where it will
send out its daily Farm Broadcast on a direct wire to Hamilton.
Programs and personalities
already scheduled are (CBC)
Walter Bowles, "The Craigs",

"Toronto Today", "Opportunity Knocks", "High News Reel"
and "Safety Clinic"; (CFRB)
Gordon Sinclair, Wes MCKnight, Jim Hunter, Jack Den nett, "Double or Nothing",
"L u c k y Listenin' ", "TelloTest"; (CFRB and Dominion
Net.) "Treasure Trail";
(CKEY) "Club 580", Lorne
Greene, "Ad -Quiz" and "Ha yo f t Hoedown"; (CHUM)
"CHUM Valley" and "News
By Contrast".
1

You can reach more listeners on CFRB

DOLLAR
FOR

DOLLAR
than any other Toronto station!
Here's what CFRB offers for each advertising dollar
2,795 potential radio homes after 7 p.m.
if
3,475
between 6-7 p.m.
5,195
at other times

... a larger audience; more prospects
a ready-made market! That's the value you get for your
dollar on CFRB ... full measure running over.
Yes, more listeners

.

...

Ask the advertisers already using CFRB
some of whom
have been broadcasting over this station for years! They can
tell you why they stay with CFRB ... they can quote figures.
But the basic fact behind the figures is this
you get
your dollar's worth and more on CFRB
you get RESULTS!

...

...

REPRESENTATIVES:
UNITED STA TES

Adam

J.

Young Jr. Incorporated

CANADA

All -Canada Radio Facilities Limited

TORONTO
Looking forward to the next twenty years!
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FOR broadcast at any hour,

in any market, for any product,
All -Canada offers a wide variety of
packaged shows

...

... comedy,

adventure, mystery, sports,
drama, public service. These
programs are planned to give sponsors
network talent and professional
production at reasonable cost.
And remember, Mr. National Adver-

tiser, syndicated programs can be
scheduled for the.best times
in each of Canada's five time zones.
Write or phone today for any addi-

156 quarterDESTINY TRAILS
hour programs. Exciting tales of
adventure from the pages of James
Fenimore Cooper.

. 156 5 -minute
TIME TO SING .
episodes of delightful harmony with
that boy -and -girl team, Lanny and
Ginger Grey. For almost any sponsor.

REFLECTIONS. . 104 quarter hours
styled for re, crie. A wealth of music
and memories. Ever-changing moods
matched in song by Russ Titusin melody by Samuel Hersenhoren.

OLD CORRAL

FACT OR FANTASY . . . 100
Comprising
five-minute episodes.
the best in complete and fascinating
tales of mental phenomena to intrigue
any radio audience.

SONGS OF GOOD CHEER
117 quarter-hour episodes. Melodicby the masters for the world to love.
Orchestra directed by Vladimar
Selinsky-Larry Elliot narrating.

130
.
.
THE GREEN HORNET
half-hour episodes of this favorite
mystery show. For many months
held highest ratings.

26 half
GREATEST OF THESE
hours. Exciting dramatizations of
the Golden Rule for Living-each
thirty -minute show a complete story.

PLEASURE PARADE...138 15 -min-

FRANK PARKER

utes of time -tested melodies.

Irving

Miller's orchestra, with Kay Lorraine,
Bob Kennedy and Vincent Lopez,
Jimmy Wallington, Milton Cross.
ART VAN DAMME ... 39 new 15 minute programs.
Lively selections of musical favorites with the

tional information.

famous ART VAN DAMME QUINTET,
featuring Louise Carlyle.

... 104

15 -minute

epi,odes of friendly western music.
Featuring "Pappy Cheshire" of
Republic Pictures fame.
supporting cast.

Excellent

...

...

130 15 -min-

ute episodes. A peppy musical with
Paul Barrons' Orchestra, Frank
Parker and - Kay Lorraine. Andre

Baruch emcees.

LIGHTNIN' JIM ... 104 30 -minutes
estern Frontier adventures. Featuring the fearless Lightnin' Jim,
his Deputy Whitey Larson, and his
horse "'Thunder."
oI

Many of The Above Shows Are
Available For All Markets
ECONOMICAL,

ALL -CANADA

TROUBLE -FREE

PROGRAM

PROGRAMMING

TORONTO

ken

WINNIPEG
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ÑTERNATIONAL
BROADCASTERS

Joint Forum

Going to higher power ?

Going to F.M.

?

*A.M. Briefs prepared.

*F.M. Briefs prepared
*Sites selected
*Advice on Equipment.
Following Liberal M.P. Tom Reid's complaint to the Parliamentary
Committee that the CBC airs no bagpipes, producers are preparing
themselves to face this sort of thing any time now.

Jeorge -V. Denny brought
"America's Town Meeting
o:he Air" to Vancouver, July
3 to convene with the Cana d ,i Town Meeting Associati i's "Town Meeting In Cana,:", broadcast over CJOR
r. ularly under the guidance of
it
founder and moderator,
hur Helps.
3esides CJOR, this program
s ebroadcast over a number of
stern stations by transcripi.
These include CJGX,
d kton ;
CFJC, Kamloops
'.BI, Prince Albert, a n d
O.PG, Prince George.
'hirty-five hundred people
nded the outdoor meeting
at he inconvenient time of 5.30
lt: and listened to four speakrrdebating the Marshall Plan.
erwards they filled out the
gram by pitching in on their
t0,t account with questions
h

i

:

;

t+

inn the floor.

)enny was enthusiastic over
of the Canadian body.

th work

''1wn Meeting and Town
g-ting ideas are spreading all
AN the world", he said, point 34 out that broadcasts of this

*Proof of Performance
Measurements.
Contact

:

G. R. Mounce

type are now being held in
"As a gesture of how far
Eric Leaver
Australia, Japan, Germany and friendship between two peoples
the Phillipines. "When they
can go-of how far it is poscan hold a Town Meeting in
Electronic Associates
Moscow", he added, "we'll be sible for citizens of Canada and
Limited
able to get over the war jitters the United States to meet and
2498 Yonge Street
that bother us now."
discuss common problems-it
Toronto 12
has a positive value that goes
CBC Couldn't Clear
Consulting Engineers Unaffiliated with
any Broadcast Equipment Manufac
Moderator Arthur Helps had beyond local interest. It is
turers.
worthwhile
making
some
sacritried to arrange with CBC office
to
it
air well."
ficials to have the broadcast
aired on one of the networks in
addition to the ABC web of 226
stations.
The broadcast finally went
to the Pacific network only,
despite a hard-hitting editorial
FRUIT BELT
in the "Vancouver Sun", criticizing the CBC for failing to
stretch a point to make the time
available despite previous commitments.
CBC BASIC*1000 WATTS
"While the CBC program directors have a valid point in the
fact that an hour-long broadcast would cause some inconvenience to sponsors and artists
of regularly scheduled programs, this is an occasion to
stretch a point", the Sun colnKELOWNA*Ókaudiel . BROADCASTERS LTD.
mented.

aettetd

THE RICH

BRITISH COLUMBIA

cKOv

Mighty Mike sez--1

"CROPS mean INCOME"

Saskatchewan's Finest Crop Prospects

Are in CKCK, Regina
Primary Coverage Area

Buy

CKCK

Now
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AGENCIES
Jack MacRae
N
GUESSSPOT

Our Guest Speaker is:

r

ROMAIN LECLAIR

r-

Manager, Radio Station CJEM
Edmundston, N.B.

"Candide Cote of St. Leonard

is

coming up in this world.

furniture dealer, young progressive and
aggressive. St. Leonard is a thriving town of over 1200
population, some 25 miles out of Edmundston, serving a

"Candide

is a

prosperous community.

"The dollar sign which used to make regular appearances
several years ago over a collector's signature now pops up
like a Jack-in-the-box in Candide Cote's cash register.
Yes, Candide Cote is coming up in the world, along with
a host of other CJEM advertisers.
we at CJEM have endeavoured to sell and promote advertising to the business
men in Madawaska County and counsel them in effective
radio advertising campaigns. Local advertisers keep coming; old ones keep renewing. It must be because CJEM
is doing a good job, the job any community -minded
station should be doing.

"During the past three years,

does stand

for

a

Community Job

Efficiently Maintained."

The Harry E. Foster Toronto office has signed the Mutual Bene-

fit Health and Accident Association as sponsors of Jim Hunter's
twice -daily CFRB newscasts from
Aug. 22 on. This is in addition to
"Headliners" also on CFRB and the
"Gabriel Heatter Show" on CKEY.
*

*

Eddie Gould of McConnell Eastman says Tip Top Tailors' "Music
for Canadians" will have a new
feature singer this fall. Twentyone -year -old Beth Corrigan, one of
last seasons "Singing Stars of Tomorrow" finalists will replace Evelyn Gould who is remaining in
New York where her husband is
interning. Beth is the second
"Singing Stars" graduate to be
used on the show, the first being
Evelyn Gould.

vr'wo

for these Live Radio Stations
CJCH
CHSJ
CKCW
CJEM
CJBR

CKVL
CKSF

CFJM
CJBO

Halifax
Saint John

Moncton
Edmundston
Rimouski

Verdun
Cornwall
Brockville

Belleville

CHOV Pembroke
*CHML Hamilton
CFOS
CFOR

Owen Sound

CJBC

Toronto

Orillia

*CFPL
CKLW
CKY
CJRL

London
Windsor
Winnipeg
Kenora

CKX
CFAR
CJNB
CJGX

Brandon
Flin Flon
North Battleford
Yorkton
CKLN Nelson
CFPR
Prince Rupert
CJIB
Vernon
CJOR Vancouver
ZBM Bermuda

*Represented by us in Montreal only

MONTREAL

RA D.ION

TORONTO

'_; \`',
\;\\.;,.

WINNIPEG

\

*

Starting September McCormick's Biscuits, also a McConnellEastman client, will sponsor its
third series of shows by Corinne

lloe&cE X ST0vIN
Rado StativekpreaYe

*

Christopher Ellis has joined the
Office of Cockfield
Montreal
Brown. (This corrects an erroneous report last issue). "Chris"
Ellis was born and educated in
England and entered the bookselling business in 1918. He served in
London and Paris prior to coming
to Canada in 1926. Ellis entered
radio in 1931 specializing in newscasting, acting and dramatic narration.

*

ROMAIN LECLAIR

s

*

*

"Embarking on an intensive advertising campaign three
years ago, Candide's original advertising appropriation
for CJEM was double that of any other local client. In
the three years, Candide's advertising budget has tripled.

"After all, CJEM

"Life of Riley" and "Dennis
Day", programs heard formerly
only in the United States, will be
piped to Canadian networks this
fall through Dancer Fitzgerald Sample and Spitzer & Mills reStarting Saturday
spectively.
September 6 (8 to 8 p.m.) TransCanada will carry Procter & Gamble's "Life With Riley" a family
drama built around William Ben dix. Joel Aldred will go the cut -ins.
Singer Dennis Day, for ColgatePalmolive Peet goes to the Dominion Network Wednesdays, 8 to 8.30
pm. beginning October 8.

\. ,.,. ,,,

O<ME
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Jordan, the Minneapolis pianis
who intersperses her music wit}
"lazy commentaries" and comes t
Canada to record every so often.
*

*

*

Anne Pape, secretary to Jac
Horler of Baker Advertising bi
gins a new career this fall as Mr
Peter Heenan. Anne has been wit
Baker's for more than four yea
and now handles the agency
time buying in addition to her see
retarial work.
-

William A. Willis, former a
countant executive with Jam,
Fisher, has joined the Toronto 0
fice of J. Walter Thompson as a
Durir
representative.
count
the War, Willis handled radio f.
the Information Branch of ti
Prices Board.
*

*

*

Jim Tapp, McKim Advertisin
Montreal, was in an auto crack -i
recently. He required several st
ches in his scalp but is all rig
now.
*

*

*

Mary Moran, secretary to
George of Whitehall Broadcasti
Ltd., Montreal, has been off du
on doctor's orders.

EMPLOYMENT
SERVICE
File CB 62: Ex-serviceman -

years. Completed courses in jour
alism, public speaking and vu
culture. Wants job in agency pr
erably in the radio department. I
muneration secondary to futi
outlook. Experience includes
cial service work, free-lance ro
scripts with a few plays and cc
mercials to credit. Box CB62,
nadian Broadcaster, 371 Bay
Toronto.
File CB 63: Ex -Army Intellige
age 25, senior matric, experie
in publicity work, and radio
outdoor advertising sales, wa
opportunity' to start in with
ency or public relations office.
portunity for progress more
portant than initial salary. Box
63 Canadian Broadcaster, 371 I"
Street, Toronto.
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SALESMAN TOOK ME TO DINNER

Advertising copy stands in grave need of having its face lifted,
going to ring up sales in the new era.
It has been a long time returning, this buyers' market. Like
'lilt economic changes, it has not burst upon us with sudden and
rriunding eclat. Rather it has crept back stealthily, until today
r are greeted when we enter a store or a barber shop almost as
w were before the war.
Stopping for gas on the way to the office this morning, I was
ucnced upon by a regular army of attendants. They gave my car
h treatment from windshield to spare tire. This won them, in
icition to my "fill her up, please", the sale of one quart of oil.
13, it meant far more to me.
I'd re-met a forgotten friend.
Coffee at a drugstore counter. One of the waitresses asked me
:1 used a safety razor.
She explained that the girls had a contest
.ir;o see who could sell the most blades. I use an electric myself.
3 hell, it would have been like turning down an old buddy.
If
't run short, you'll find them in the middle drawer of my desk.
Back at the office, I had three visitors. One was a job seeker;
it wanted to sell a typewriter; one wanted to print our stationery.
;f is

h

it a day!

At lunch, the waitress brought me a second pat of butter with being asked. -As I left, the proprietor hoped, smilingly, that I
it enjoyed my meal; called me by name even.
This afternoon I have had to shut myself off, to write this
,i le among other things.
It now occurs to me that I hung out the
o t't disturb" sign without any fears that I might be missing
.oiething I hadn't been able to buy for some time.
I have had a polite "slipped your n,otice" call from a creditor;
dip landlord has voluntarily repainted the office; the engraver is
a rig me to lunch tomorrow; three oil companies and a department
t e have sent me a credit card without being asked.
So what about copy?
Hard selling words are beginning to make their reappearance on
iIx'. radio, and in the display ads, but their return has not been as
'iwt as the return of the need for them. People no longer want
ead soliloquies on the beauty. of baked ham. What they want
'-i t know how much it is and where they can get the damn stuff.
Gi td, is the quintessence of sales appeal. But people have forIt

ö

go'en.

Time was when the acid test of an advertisement was to make
that the name of a competing brand could not be sensibly
iultituted in the copy for the product being advertised. The maxim
ha gone down the drain. Writing copy, the hard way, by giving
thttacts and making them sound good, is a lost art. Superlatives
2,e4t't news and never will be. They get a lot of bandying around
Bi*JUI the same. If the copy art is a lost one, it is a case of history
1
elating itself. Mán once had a tail. He lost it, though, when he
tbped wagging it.
:r John Public likes to be persuaded.
During the war years, he
abut of the habit. He may have forgotten it now, but he'll only
'sappy again when those "run -don't -walk" gags are trotted out
vt more.
U.

v

Advertisers are wasting dough with flowery phrases which are
words. Oh, I know the research boys say the consumer says
h and so". But how does the consumer know? He has forgotten
n it was "so and such".
His prehistoric forebears enjoyed
ling their tails. But he hasn't one to wag. How can he know
fun he's missing?
In the same way, a new generation of buyers cropped up while
boys were fighting. They've never had the treatment yet. But
n they do, they'll love it, just as their parents do.
:

F
Editor.

Correspondents
Montreal
Ottawa
Winnipeg
Vancouver

1,

-

-

-

Walter

Dales
James Allard
Dave Adams
Robert Francis

-

-

-

Canada

$5.00 for Two Years

Distant Fields
tsy

Walter A. Dates
Exchange of programs between
the U.S.A. and Canada often take
place unheralded. If the exchange
is heavily balanced m favor of tite
Americans, that is largely our own
fault. The American market is
wide open for any energetic salesman, and the price is high. Doug
Smith and Michel Normandin on
more than one occasion have provided swell sports cut -ins for the
Red Barber show. Doug Smitn's
last effort for Barber was a roundup of trout fishing activity in Quebec. And Smith-a crack salesman-had a half -dozen fresh trout
delivered to Barber's office next
morning. This sort of thing is of
great value to our tourist trade,
and a nice kind of revenue for free
lancers who don't Want to overwork their popularity at home.
Many Canadian writers sell
heavily to the U.S.A. My own writing organization has sold well ovei
a hundred individual shows to
American outlets from New York
to California. I know one nee
lancer who writes regular features
for three fair-sized American stations on assignment. Some Canadian transcriptions are getting a
good run in the States and several
more such deals are pending.
There is little doubt that a private
network in Canada would soon be
piping sponsorable stuff across the
line in return for similar shows
from the States, unless hampered
by restrictive regulations or unreasonable tariff barriers.
After all, programs and talent
are sold in the same manner as
potatoes or gadgets. Trade can
only be a two-way street when Canadians as individuals sell as aggressively as do the Americans.

For The Defence

Despite frequent criticism of radio, U.S. networks are doing an
honest job of improving broadcasting, says Hartzell Spence, author and one-time newspaper man,
in an article entitled "Let's Be Fair
to Radio" in the "PACIFIC SPECTATOR."

The networks can and do carry
a good balance of cultural programs which they pay for out of
their own pockets, he says. For ex
ample, "NBC maintains its own
symphony orchestra under Arturo Toscanini, at an outlay of
$25,000 a week, offset by no revenue whatever."
To critics of radio advertising,
Spence says it is the "cleanest" of
all advertising copy. "It rhust be,"
he points out, "for radio is made
aware a hundred times a day that
the entire family is listening." He
draws `attention to a newspaper
columnist who railed against of-

www.americanradiohistory.com
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fensive radio advertising on the
same page as a large and blatant
advertisement for a personal product which could never be mentioned on the air.

AdvertisementsLike Betting
"One more restraint on trade"
is business' verdict on the British

g.)vernment's proposed tax on advertising to produce "urgently
needed increased revenue," according to the British publication
ADVERTISERS' WEEKLY."

A sardonic and yet significant
voice was raised by the historian,
Lord Elton, who said: "On the
whole I agree. I think most people
believe advertisements_up to the
age of 50, and cease to believe
them over 50. I'm a little over 50.

I've reached the stage where I
think that advertisements, like
betting, are a partially unsocial
activity which might yield a considerable revenue and which it
wouldn't matter very much if you
discouraged by tax.

International Radio
Short wave radio provides the
best means of penetrating the iron
curtain which Russia is trying to
lower over all of Eastern Europe
In this country, the cBC is operating a little -publicized international
service, which also is doing an extremely good job with limited resources. We were sorry to see it
criticized recently in the House of

Commons.
The people of Europe, after all,
are human. They have been fed
blatant propaganda for so long,
that they must be fed up to the
gills with it. They have a tremendous appetite for straight political
reporting, and both the CBc's international service and the "Voice
of America" are building up a reputation for trustworthiness. We
need friends in Europe, and it
would be completely false economy
to lop off one of the principal agencies that can win them.
-Owen Sound Sun -Times

Sweet and Sour
Do you like your news from the
production centres localized into
columns, or do you prefer it departamentalized, as in this issue,
under such headings as "Programs", Talent" etc.
Your comments
sweet or sour
-would be greatly appreciated.
Editor

-

-
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OTTAWA
Jim Allard

-

Minority Rule
COVERS THE WDQEO0

BRITISH
UNITEDPRESS
First In The Field
AND

First In The News

Headline News
Not News After
It's Headlines

News With

Largest
Commercial
Sponsorship

Sponsors Prefer
S.U.P. News
Because It Has
Proved Itself

paper's staff. These two editorials
really took the CAB case apart.
They were printed in full as part
of the record.
Not included in Mr. Hunt's letter,
not included anywhere in the committee's proceedings, is the CAB
reply to Jack Scott's attacks
which the VANCOUVER SUN had
published in a prominent position.
It is also an interesting sidelight
on committee proceedings that letters thanking independent stations
for service rendered (and not taking part in their case at all) came
under fire and suspicion. Similar
letters thanking CBC for service
rendered were filed without comment.

1947

Importance placed on the specific disavowals of the CAB and
reCDNA briefs, presented to the
cent parliamentary committee, on
the part of a few stations and
newspapers drew an interesting
comment from bag -pipe loving
Tom Reid, Liberal member of the
committee from New Westminster.
Mr. Reid, referring to "countme -out" letters addressed to the
committee by two stations, said
... usually, when you belong to a
union, you all abide by the majority vote and you don't just come
along, and when you lose your
vote put yourself on record that
you did not vote. When you are in
a meeting, belonging to an Association, you generally abide by the
wishes of the majority... "
Considerable emphasis was laid
in the committee's report on the
fact that the CAB brief was not
unanimous because of these two
denials of it, and Mr. Reid questioned the Committee's action in
taking cognizance of this lack of
support on the part of a minority
of two against the remaining 87
stations.
Personal Opinions
Generally speaking, the Radio
Committee reads into its proceedings all letters received from organizations, groups and public
bodies. A notable exception was
made this year.
Included in the printed record is
a letter from M. H. G. Hunt, of
Vancouver, B.C. Making no attempt to represent himself as expressing the views of anyone other
than himself, Mr. Hunt undertook
to attack the CAB case. In doing
so, he included two editorials published in the VANCOUVER SUN under
the by-line of Jack Scott, a CBC
commentator who is also on the

"Farm Forum" Paid Off
As during last year's committee
proceedings, the CBC originated
show "Farm Forum" (which secures largest volume of release
through independent stations) paid
off handsomely. Rushed into the
breach at the last minute were
letters supporting CBC, and directly

or by implication opposing CAB request for an impartial licensing
and regulatory tribunal, from various agricultural organizations.
These included one from the President and Managing -Director of the
Canadian Federation of Agriculture; one from the Maritime Federation of Agriculture signed by
Roy Grant; one from the United
Farmers Co-Operating Company
Limited, signed by Leonard Harman, of Toronto, and one from V.
S. Milburn, of the Ontario Federation of Agriculture. Mr. Grant also
sent a wire to the committee
marked "copies to the Canadian
Federation of Agriculture, the Co Operative Union of Canada, and
the Canadian Association of Adult

-

Education."
Multiple Ownership Mystery
Mystery of why the radio committee recommended lowering the
barriers against "multiple ownership" still remains as deep as ever,
on the surface at least. No public
request was made to the Committee for such a development. Only
discussion during committee proceedings on this subject was in the
nature of an attack on the Taylor,
Pearson and Carson group by Tom

THE

Cis/

STATION

THAT DELIVERS

g,Me9.467 TA.

tielikeelr

PARTICULARL

V

Representatives:
Toronto: James L. Alexander
U.S.A.: Joseph Hershey
McGillvra Inc.
Reid, of New Westminster. Up t
this time, the Radio Committee ha
always been vigorously hostile t
anything in the nature of "mult
ple ownership"; and the only tw
groups in Canada which migl
come under this category ha't
drawn fire at virtually every prey
ous committee session.
If the recommendation was ma(
to give the appearance independe'
stations had asked .it, and we:
therefore grasping, selfish and pr
datory, some success has bet
achieved. There are, howeve

other and more interesting

posa

bilities.

l

Royal Commission
Suggestion made to the Co
mittee by ACA and the Chame
of Commerce that a Royal Co
mission might be appointed
deal with radio in more leisure
and non-political fashion, is met
ing some newspaper acceptant
The idea has won support from t
MONTREAL HERALD, and to some e
tent, from "SATURDAY NIGHT",
Toronto. Editorials in the latt
paper (written by a former mel
ber of CBC's Board of Governor e
have otherwise been critical of .i e,
dependent radio.
Those who have any idea of t t,
amount of time, money and ener
consumed in preparing for aid,;
Parliamentary Radio Commits
(or any other Parliamentary Co
mittee) will find it more than p
sible to sympathize with CBC o1
the recommendation that the co
mittee be an annual affair.
i.

1.;;

r

Government
Adver nisi

The World's
Best Coverage
of the World's
Biggest News

,

THE MONTREAL
FRENCH MARKET

ae,

Extensive advertising came
was suggested in the House
Commons when Finance Minisil:'
D. C. Abbott made it known tt
wartime" compulsory savin
would shortly get into process
repayment. Campaign will be p
ly educational, partly "tell
where we're at now."
Compulsory savings portion
income-tax payments are refun
ble to tax -payer with interest. T
is fact not known, forgotten,
ignored, by many small taxpaY
who will have to be educated
this fundamental point. Since In
ing payment, many taxpayers la
changed residence, may be dit
cult to locate. Department plans
advertise to cover both points. rr

HEAD OFFICE:

James Street
MONTREAL

231 St.
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MARCONI
T?re was

-

nothing unusual about

that is, the
the:ay in question
surce. Humidity was high, but
the:it often is in summer. That all
nia s me realize what a tough
.rtists have when they work
Itry studios. So I just hope
ïor .gger and better air-conditionnot just
mg.I was listening
job
in

;Ay,
n
,

-

have the answers
to ALL Your
FM PROI;LEMS
The most modern FM Broadcast equipment -from
microphones to antennae-plus the expert attention

but listening,. which is my
Usti. daily curriculum. Then it
Awned!
Ocourse I should tell you the
was
Trans -Canada's
prolam
"iih.cally Yours." Maybe you'll
skirt your shoulders at this and
-_rend me it's only recordings. So
it a>, but some mighty fine ones
hav(found their way to the turnta'il. And on this particular day
a 'a)rite Russ Columbo disc was
bell aired. The emcee was El woo Glover and he did a clever
-flasiaack to 1932 while airing
Bin¡ Crosby and Russ Columbo
Hi; scriptive comment was most
.n, e ding and brought back the
lark t such name bands as Jimmy
In
3rie
conclusion, Elwood
bo,aag,

h

a

and

oc

me-yes, little me-for

of the record. Now, who
' you has made Trans-Can -

15-2

La

Canada's radio pioneers. They assure you a complete,
integrated installation and dependable operation.

,e

h
c.,

of a competent, experienced engineering staff, are
yours when you enlist the services of MARCONI-

say I was flattered is not
enough. Elwood, I blushed.
3'll never be a star over the

Co

o

ir

lits or under the spotlight,
the radio-on Trans-CanIL

Phee!

dC

i
of

rohere

were ever two fellows

banged by a quick assent up
ell -known ladder, those
a are Johnny Wayne

two
and
Shuster. I first knew them
e days of "Javex Wife Pre C." The other night I saw
'Vayne and Shuster Show".
11i
ore the same two comedians.
fo i:,ps. Just great gaggery from
!'e a" guys. Their show, now an
ut comer show, but still origiatir. in Toronto, must be a hit
' bearoadcast over both Ameriin ad Canadian networks. I'd
4Y :had just about everything
coedy show should have inudi: a good supporting cast.
h4

314

MLcal director is Samuel Her,nh<'n whose band gives out
ith verything from bridges to

to features numbers

The
who is
grin elY a song stylist and, fortuO Iß'l adheres to
that style. Her
el6 nake pleasant listening. An r for the show is Herb May.
fr s,all part
was that of Bert
tgnh with his sound effects.
Jtu a few years ago (I keep
ßk myself) I vividly recall
Rae as a child emcee in one
Tconto's night spots. Now he
andin a control
booth confident/ cL ng such
shows as this. At
iaet nil one
was a credit to his
irec'en. The
engineer responsible
'r s..ding this show to the right
lace -was Vic
Ferrie. Bill Byles,
f Srzer & Mills, was present as
41:'s epresentative
appointed es,.eF'a' for the
occasion.
'SUE

acalt is Georgia Dey,

Compact and absolutely reliable, this

MARCONI FM TRANSMITTER

MARCONI
ENGINEERING
CONSULTING
SERVICE
provides you with the services
of highly qualified and experienced FM engineers to carry
on such work as: spectrum
searches, directive antenna designs, preparation of briefs and
appearance, if desired, before
licensing authorities, etc.
A preliminary discussion on
your engineering problems is
invited. It will not, of course,
commit you in any way.

-1,000 watt, type F.B. 21-is typical of Marconi
leadership in the development of modern FM equipment. It incorporates new improvements to the
Armstrong Dual Channel FM Modulator, providing
simpler adjustment, decreasing background noises,
reducing distortion factors. While designed for
unattended operation, all components are instantly
accessible for maintenance.
These transmitters more than meet all Department
of Transport requirements, as do the corresponding
types: F.B. 11-250 watt; F.B. 31-3,000 watts.
Complete information on these and other Marconi
FM equipment gladly supplied on request.

MARCONI RVC RADIOTRONS
Precision -made in Canada by Marconi, these radio
tubes have been proven in performance for dependable service, worthily maintain the long established
reputation of Marconi-the Greatest Name in Radio.

Canadian Marconi Company
Established 1903
MARCONI BUILDING

MONTREAL

MARCONI-The Greatest Name in Radio

'

VANCOUVER
HALIFAX

WINNIPEG
TORONTO
ST. JOHN'S, Nfld.
-

M A RCON I - wieçetwwe,

'Bye now, ELDA.
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paper's staff. These two editorials
really took the CAB case apart.
They were printed in full as part
of the record.
Not included in Mr. Hunt's letter,
not included anywhere in the committee's proceedings, is the CAB
reply to Jack Scott's attacks
which the VANCOUVER SUN had
published in a prominent position.
It is also an interesting sidelight
on committee proceedings that letters thanking independent stations
for service rendered (and not taking part in their case at all) came
under fire and suspicion. Similar
letters thanking CBC for service
rendered were filed without com-

OTTAWA
Jim Allard

.UNITED-PRESS
First In The Field
AND

First In The News

Headline News
Not News After
It's Headlines

Importance placed on the specific disavowals of the CAB and
reCDNA briefs, presented to the
cent parliamentary committee, on
the part of a few stations and
newspapers drew an interesting
comment from bag -pipe loving
Tom Reid, Liberal member of the
committee from New Westminster.
Mr. Reid, referring to "count me -out" letters addressed to the
committee by two stations, said

ment.

... usually, when you belong to a

union, you all abide by the majority vote and you don't just come
along, and when you lose your
vote put yourself on record that
you did not vote. When you are in
a meeting, belonging to an Association, you generally abide by the
wishes of the majority... "
Considerable emphasis was laid
in the committee's report on the
fact, that the CAB brief was not
unanimous because of these two
denials of it, and Mr. Reid questioned the Committee's action in
taking cognizance of this lack of
support on the part of a minority
of two against the remaining 87

stations.

News With

Largest
Commercial
Sponsorship

i
Sponsors Prefer
S.U.P. News
Because It Has
Proved Itself

L'ECHO
FRANÇAIS DE
MONTREAL

-

Minority Rule

BRITISH

1947

Personal Opinions
Generally speaking, the Radio
Committee reads into its proceedings all letters received from organizations, groups and public
bodies. A notable exception was

made this year.
Included in the printed record is
a letter from M. H. G. Hunt, of
Vancouver, B.C. Making no attempt to represent himself as expressing the views of anyone other
than himself, Mr. Hunt undertook
to attack the CAB case. In doing
so, he included two editorials published in the VANCOUVER SUN under
the by-line of Jack Scott, a CBC
commentator who is also on the

"Farm Forum" Paid Off
As during last year's committee
proceedings, the CBC originated
show "Farm Forum" (which secures largest volume of release
through independent stations) paid
of handsomely. Rushed into the
breach at the last minute were
letters supporting CBC, and directly

or by implication opposing CAB request for an impartial licensing
and regulatory tribunal, from various agricultural organizations.
These included one from the President and Managing-Director of the
Canadian Federation of Agriculture; one from the Maritime Federation of Agriculture signed by
Roy Grant; one from the United
Farmers Co -Operating Company
Limited, signed by Leonard Harman, of Toronto, and one from V.
S. Milburn, of the Ontario Federation of Agriculture. Mr. Grant also
sent a wire to the committee
marked "copies to the Canadian
Federation of Agriculture, the CoC'perative Union of Canada, and
the Canadian Association of Adult

-

Education."
Multiple Ownership Mystery
Mystery of why the radio committee recommended lowering the
barriers against "multiple ownership" still remains as deep as ever,
on the surface at least. No public
request was made to the Committee for such a development. Only
discussion during committee proceedings on this subject was in the
nature of an attack on the Taylor,
Pearson and Carson group by Tom

Oisss/
STATION

THE

THAT DELIVERS

(4

j

PARTICULARLY
THE MONTREAL

FRENCH MARKET
Representatives:
Toronto: James L. Alexand
U.S.A.: Joseph Hershey
McGillvra Inc.
Reid, of New Westminster. Up t
this time, the Radio Committee ha
always been vigorously hostile t
anything in the nature of "mult
ple ownership"; and the only to
groups in Canada which migl
come under this category hal'
drawn fire at virtually every prep
ous committee session.
If the recommendation was mad
to give the appearance independei
stations had asked .it, and wet
therefore grasping, selfish and pr
datory, some success has bet
achieved. There are, howeve
other and more interesting pose
bilities.
Royal Commission
Suggestion made to the Coi
mittee by ACA and the Chamb
of Commerce that a Royal Coi
mission might be appointed
deal with radio in more leisure
and non-political fashion, is met
ing some newspaper acceptant
The idea has won support from L
MONTREAL HERALD, and to some e

tent, from "SATURDAY NIGHT",
Toronto. Editorials in the latt
paper (written by a former me:
ber of CBC's Board of Governor
have otherwise been critical of
dependent radio.
Those who have any idea of t
amount of time, money and ener
consumed in preparing for a
Parliamentary Radio Committ
(or any other Parliamentary Co:
mittee) will find it more than pt
sible to sympathize with CBC o'
the recommendation that the co:
mittee be an annual affair.

Government
Adver

The World's
Best Coverage
of the World's
Biggest News

i sir

Extensive advertising camre,
was suggested in the House
Commons when Finance Minis.
D. C. Abbott made it known tt
wartime" compulsory saving
would shortly get into process
repayment. Campaign will be pa
ly educational, partly "tell
where we're at now."
Compulsory savings portion
income-tax payments are refun(
ble to tax -payer with interest. T
is fact not known, forgotten,
ignored, by many small taxpaYe
who will have to be educated
this fundamental point. Since In
ing payment, many taxpayers ha
changed residence, may be di
cult to locate. Department plans
advertise to cover both points.

0
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MARCONI
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Jere was nothing unusual about
that is, the
day in question
sL ace. Humidity was high, but
ch it often is in summer. That all
,n :es me realize what a tough
th

jo

in

artists have when they work
ultry studios. So I just hope
'Jigger and better air -condition not just
I was listening
g, but listening, which is my
tl daily curriculum. Then it

-

have the answers
to ALL Your
FM PRO!:LEMS
The most modern FM Broadcast equipment-from
microphones to antennae-plus the expert attention
of a competent, experienced engineering staff, ire
yours when you enlist the services of MARCONICanada's radio pioneers. They assure you a complete,
integrated installation and dependable operation.
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and Shuster Show".
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are the same two comedians.
.ops. Just great gaggery from
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ill ummer show, but still origi,.lti; in Toronto, must be a hit
" t broadcast over both Amerian tnd Canadian networks. I'd
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enedy show should have inIud g a good supporting cast.
M,ical director is Samuel Her-nlren whose band gives out
all everything from bridges to
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st is Georgia Dey, who is
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MARCONI FM TRANSMITTER
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MARCONI
ENGINEERING
CONSULTING
SERVICE
provides you with the services

of highly qualified and experi-

enced FM engineers to carry
on such work as: spectrum
searches, directive antenna designs, preparation of briefs and
appearance, if desired, before
licensing authorities, etc.
A preliminary discussion on
your engineering problems is
invited. It will not, of course,
commit you in any way.

MARCONI RVC RADIOTRONS
Precision -made in Canada by .Marconi, these radio
tubes have been proven in performance for dependable service, worthily maintain the long established
reputation of Marconi-the Greatest Name in Radio.

Canadian Marconi Company
Established 1903
MARCONI BUILDING

VANCOUVER
HALIFAX

f

n,11

Complete information on these and other Marconi
FM equipment gladly supplied on request.

MONTREAL

MARCONI-The Greatest Name in Radio

;h;hri
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-1,000 watt, type F.B. 21-is typical of Marconi
leadership in the development of modern FM equipment. It incorporates new improvements to the
Armstrong Dual Channel FM Modulator, providing
simpler adjustment, decreasing background noises,
reducing distortion factors. While designed for
unattended operation, all components are instantly
accessible for maintenance.
These transmitters more than meet all Department
of Transport requirements, as do the corresponding
types: F.B. 11-250 watt; F.B. 31-3,000 watts.

MARCONI

WINNIPEG
TORONTO
ST. JOHN'S, Nfld.
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Keys of the City

MARKETS
Aeronautical
Crossroads

Rai Purdy (left) head of Rai Purdy Productions. Toronto. received
the keys of the City of Belleville
from Mayor F. S. Follwell in recognition of his services during that
week's Old Home Week..

Program Director
with
years' experience 10 in
the East and 10 in the West,
including six years in executive positions with the CBCdesires position as Promram
Director anywhere in Canada,
but preferably in the West.
Capable of taking charge of
all programs, production and
publicity routines. Wealth of
new ideas. Finest references.
Box 9001, The Canadian Broadcaster, 371 Bay St., Toronto.
20
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M any Newfoundlanders,
especially the business group,
question whether the benefits
of Confederation with Canada,
as her 10th province-benefits
in lower prices of Canadian
goods resulting from the dropping of tariffs-would not be
more than offset by Canada's
high income tax rates. So reports Fred Cannon, sales manager of the Program Division
of All -Canada Radio Facilities
Ltd., recently returned from a
selling jaunt to the Island
Colony.
With most Canadian banks
and insurance companies established at the world's aeronautical crossroads, Newfoundland
not only offers the Canadian
manufacturer a profitable mar
ket, but it is also a market
which can be exceptionally well
covered by r a d i o, Cannon
claims.

Population
Whittaker's Almanac gives
the population of Newfoundland as 309,000 (1943 estimate).
Labrador has only 4,716, according to the same source.
Its first seven towns and

WANTED
Canadian investors for an English-speaking broadcasting
station in foreign language country. Enquiries held in
strict confidence. Write Box A, Canadian Broadcaster,
371 Bay Street, Toronto 1.

cities, ranging from St. Johns,
with a population of 82,543, to
Twillingate, with 3,205, accounts for 108,500 of the total
population or nearly 35 %. The
remaining 65 %, as well as
some of the inhabitants of the
smaller urban centres, are engaged in the two major industries of forestry and fishing and
could be classed as rural. There
are four main religious groups,
according to the 1935 census.
These are : Roman Catholic
(93,925) ; Church of England
(92,732) ; United Church (76,100); Salvation Army (18,054).
At this time, the population was
given as : Newfoundland, 290,660, and Labrador, 4,780. Preparations for a new census are
now ifs hand.
What They Do
Newfoundland's two top industries are forest products

(presumably including paper)
and fishing. According to Maclean - Hunter's "Business Year
Book -1947" these account for
around 26% and 13%, respectively, of the Island's estimated
gross income of $54,200,000.00.
Newsprint production for 1946
was 363,000 tons, of which 360,000 tons were shipped, this being the highest since 1940. Her
1946 exports to Canada were
$9,268,000.00.

What They Buy
Newfoundland is now Canada's seventh biggest customer
in the export field. Her purchases from this country in
1946, according to the same
source, totalled $38,229,000.00.
The consumer has a choice between Canadian and American
manufactured goods, and can
purchase them, with equal
facility, with Newfoundland,

1947

Canadian or American dollars.
Unless she decides to throw in
her lot with Canada, tariff walls
will continue to keep consumer
prices higher than Canadiar
prices, but they are 'currently
lower than prevailing America;
ones.
Living Conditions
With her two major indus
tries forest products and fisl.
ing, it is natural that a larg,
percentage of the population
what might be loosely termed
rural. The needs of the simpl
lumbering and fishing people
representing about 65% of th
population, are not great
especially on the luxury side
The large number of Canadia.
and American concerns whic
find outlets on the island fo
their goods, especially ever
day staple commodities, ind
cates, however, that thes
people do provide a ready mal
ket for the right kind of mere}
andise.
City life in St. Johns, Cat
non reports, is "equal to, if tm.
better than", life in any Cate
city oftthee size. Hot4
restaurants, taxis and nigl
clubs, he says, operate much
do our own. There is no luxut
you cannot buy, given the pric
he claims, and while the
prices are inclined to be high
than those prevailing in Ca.
ada, he questions wheth
Canadian income tax does n
at least bring living costs up
the Newfoundland figure.
Radio Predominates
Newfoundland has two dal
newspapers, both in St. Johu
and six weeklies. There a
four radio stations : VONF a
VOCM, St. Johns; VOW
Cornerbrook; and VORG, Ga
der. With the exception
VOCM, they are all owned a
operated by the governmen
broadcasting Corporation
Newfoundland on the sat
amphibious system-half N,
York and half London-as t
CBC. VOCM is a private
owned station owned and op
ated by J. L. Butler along
same lines as a non-netwe
Canadian private station.
yet no network has bees.
though BCN anticipates
lishing one at an early
Butler operates largely on
business from the St. Jot
merchants and industries. Bt
is active in the national fie
It is represented in Canada
All -Canada Radio Facilit.
Ltd. and in the United Sta'
by Weed & Co.
Radio News
Although its regular doll
tic schedule is only from
a.m, to 2 p.m. and 6 p.m, to
p.m., BCN distributes new
regular intervals for 20 hou
i

t

t
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It purchases this news
Reuters, and not only
1;25 it itself but also supplies it
t, the newspapers. People in
t' outlying districts depend onrlio for their information and
corrections with the outside
vrld as they only have access
y magazines and, newspapers
wen the boats call at these
o(ports. These boats do not
s:1 at all in the winter and only
irermittently in the summer
(y.
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ly found

unacceptable by the
Corporation.
Indications that the Islanders are strongly politically conscious are seen in the fact that
proceedings of the government
(Assembly) are always recorded verbatim and rebroadcast in
full. This is regarded as a prime
reason for the existence of the
BCN, and these broadcasts take
precedence over all other programs, commercial or otherIrnths.
wise.
Plays Are Popular
During the war, the U.S.
Radio plays, Cannon says,
government established its own
a; a popular form of entertainNewfoundland station, VOUS.
irnt. His own office has placed
Local listeners learned to like
n. less than 85 transcribed
the
top-flight American proj-matic series, many of them
grams
which were broadcast,
d e r national sponsorship.
without
commercials, to U.S.
fese include: "The Wife
servicemen.
Srer" (Purity Flour) ; "Green
Indicative of the popularity
floret" (Lever Bros.) ; "Des Trails" (Quaker Oats); of commercial radio programs,
;177
Cannon tells of the woman who
'peroran" (Kelloggs).
Jolgates have recently con- wouldn't let the man from the
,r.:ted for the transcribed edi- hydro turn off the power to fix
vn
of "The Happy Gang" the meter until after the day's
will be heard on VONF airing of "Big Sister". She
py in September. This same wined and dined him to keep
him quiet until the program
visor is also using two local
s, "Cornerbrook Radio was over.
gram" and "The Barrel 1".
Other international acWEST MEETS EAST
'tts aired a r e Canadian
wing Gum, Bulova, Coca
at the
t and Nestles.
WAB CONVENTION
iewfoundland is not a field
Minaki Lodge
religious type commercial
Sept. 3-4
r;rams, as these are general fin).
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Transmitter
Engineer
Wanted

OPERATOR
WANTED
I

,xperienced studio operator required for
new studios.

Experienced in operation
of Western Electric 443A
Transmitter.

/rite stating experience
STATION

Write statino experience
STATION

CHUM

2 Mutual St.

CHUM

Toronto

L

225

Toronto

Mutual St.

A BACK ROOM WAS
(1) Montreal melons grow anywhere in Quebec Province. (2) Montreal Island is the largest in the provQuebec Province has the highest listenership to
radio of any part of Canada. (4) You can reach Quebec's
prosperous Market No. 2 through these French-speaking
radio stations.
uo(lewao)u( Lin) Jo) saa())o aaigi inn )o Cue tse
-anay (g) anaJ, (£) '1saHarl ayl s( psoapud-astra (Z)
lrailuoLli )o purls) ayl uo óluo w+wJ2 air ,Cayl-asleg (1)

-

ince. (3)

'

CHNC

CHLN

CHLT

CKRS

New Carlisle

Trois Rivières
1000 Watts

Sherbrooke

Jonquiere

CHRC
Mç

Quebec
5000 Watts

5000 Watts

1000 Watts

250 Watts

For Information, Rates, etc., telephone, wire or write to:

Jos.A.HARDY
1405,

PEEL

ST.

MONTREAL
Tel. HArbour

2515

39,

ST,

JOHN

QUEBEC
Tel. 3-6693

ST.

Z.

Co

T

Tel. ADelaide 8482

"lionelized"

4,cAtcw,.

LEo.

80, RICHMOND ST. WEST

TORONTO

.

....

QUEBEC MARKET NO. 2-True or False

l\'

.

Back room workshop to large, airy premises thanks to
"LIONELIZ1NG"
that's the story of the Economy
Repair Shop.
Specializing in sport goods repairs, it was a one-man
show when CKCW suggested radio advertising.
Today,
the owner boasts a brick establishment in Moncton's
top business section, a truck and staff of three with
orders rolling in a -plenty. "LIONELIZING" gets full
credit from the owner.
Success stories like this are no flash -in -the -pan
at
CKCW for every account is "LIONELIZED"
treated to produce potent results in sales figures.
HAVE YOU HAD YOTJR ACCOUNT "LIONELIZED",
YET?

M O t1 CT 011

4/r

NEW BRUNSW/GK,

die/ eeltítiMed-

rlfie
o
Rep: esernlstivee Stavin efiCoy Toron>to
www.americanradiohistory.com
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necessary to move the choir
voices into other positions than
they normally have. All of this
quite often goes against the
grain, but it must be done. So
often the prominent seat, as
viewed from the congregation
in the church, is not the prominent seat on the microphone
and it is hard for people to be
in two seats at once. Microphones are much more sensitive
than they were a few years ago
and will now pick up formations
which formerly would have
been unreasonable, but the microphone still is the only way of
access to the listening public.
Unless we conform to its demands we fail in anything that
goes beyond it.
Adjustments Necessary
It simplifies the matter to
think of broadcasting in the
church as a telephone problem.
-We are used to telephones. We
do not stand three or four feet
away from them and expect
them to function. We do not
turn them the wrong way round
and turn our back on them and
expect them to do good work.
We know that we have to obey
the physical laws by which they
are ruled. This is just as true

RELIGIWti
Radio Services
Conclusion of Canon J.

E.

Ward's article, condensed from
the "Canadian Churchman".
In all broadcasting there is of
course the definitely physical
condition of microphone pickup. We should see that we have
enough microphones to make
the whole of the service even in
its listening effect. Often, in
listening to a service where
there is not an adequate microphone provision, one part will
sound near, another will be
hardly audible. The result is
that the listener feels he is not
being considered and may be
excused for tuning into something more pleasurable. In most
services it is probably true that
there are fewer microphones
than are needed. In such a case
we must alter our way of taking the service. It may be necessary to read the lesson from the
prayer desk. It may be necessary to give the Benediction
from somewhere else than from
the Altar. Above all it may be

CKCH
250 W.

1240 K. C.
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with a microphone and it con- and actually sing with the
cerns every member of the broadcasting congregation. For
broadcasting group, choir, or- them, hymn numbers are not
They probably
ganist and minister. The micro- sufficient.
haven't
the
same book. But
considercourse,
is,
of
phone
ably more sensitive than a the first words of a hymn mean
normal, telephone instrument a great deal. They ought not
but it' cannot do impossible to be left to guess at them when
things. Not only must the the choir begins to sing. The
position of those broadcasting announcement of the hymn
be considered in its regard, words not only helps them find
but also other things need to be their place but gives them the
understood. The broadcaster feeling of belonging to the worwho shouts one minute and shipping group. It might be a
whispers another or walks all distinct gain if from time tc
around the pulpit is merely ask- time a complete verse might be
ing for trouble. The control man read on the microphone in this
in the vestry will try to equalize way.
his sudden burst of sound or
Say the Prayers
his sudden changes of position,
It
has
been the experience o
but he, too, is limited to a phy- the writer that intoned prayer:
sical instrument whose reac- sound more artificial on a mie
tions will only go so far. This rophone than they do in church
also applies to the organ. In Even in a sung service there
many churches it is quite prob- fore it may be wise to
sing th(
ably true that the ordinary stop
parts
and
choir
say
the
actua
combinations that are valuable prayers.
within the church may need to
Most anthems are written it
be readjusted drastically for
some
sense as a musical corn
we
broadcasting. Constantly
hear criticism of too much mentary. They are meant t
organ. The organist who "lets add to the feeling of worshi,
himself go" is often only doing and to carry through a certail
what a car driver does when he message of something mor
puts on too much gas and than just music to the heart. I;
chokes the engine. A sudden listening to a great many serif
organ crescendo often produces ices one is given the impressioi
a result that is just unpleasant that most choirmasters sacrifi'
noise and not organ at all. Cer- enunciation to a striving aft,
tainly there should be full con- quality of tone. Very rarely dÿ
ference and co-operation be- we hear a choir whose broa4
tween the organist and the con- cast words are clear. Exce
trol operator. Here again con- in broadcasts of a recital typ
trol can only operate within one would plead for the simpl4
certain defined limits. It is a form of anthem in radio wol
tremendous help for the organ- ship. One cannot help but fee
ist sometimes to put on ear- that it would be a distinct gai
phones and listen to himself or could the words be clearly ea,
better to have a record made of pressed and transmitted to
an actual broadcast and study hearer.
it in all its meanings. Most
r
Enunciation
stations now have recording
The average choir seems
facilities and are more than
be incapable of reading bpi
willing to help in this way.
words and music when eith,
Music
one is not fairly familiar.
If the music is to get across broadcasting one cannot he
to the congregation, as it must but feel that there would be
if it is to be of any real value,
distinct gain if the choirs we
several simple things must be given the hymns or the anthen
remembered. First, in radio sufficiently in advance ar
worship the congregation, in could be induced in some wz
effect, have no books. If in to become so thorough
church with all the words be- familiar with the words, qr tl,
fore them they like familiar music, or both, that they wo
hymns, surely it is much more naturally find it easy to sp
true that they will plead for their parts. Were they taki I
these in the home. Not only are part in a play this would be d
they without books but they are rnanded of them or they co
an interdenominational group. not go on the stage. They
To put it perhaps more truly, the leaders of worship a
about two-thirds of the count- through them only can t,
less little units that listen will words of the hymns and psal
be of another denomination and anthems, which constit
than that of the broadcasting about half the service, be ca
church. It will be wise then to ried to the ears of the listene
choose hymns that are used in They are not asked to go on t
common by the various denomi- stage, as in a play, without th
nations.
books but even a reasona
Here and there earnest souls familiarity with what they
do take out their hymn books doing would greatly help.

tl
1

YOUR PUBLICITY
BUDGET .WHERE

A DOLLAR
REACHES

MORE
PEOPLE

COOPERATING WITH "LE DROIT"

.
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PUBLIC
OPINION
Unfair To Wilf
'he following letter has been
reived by Walter Elliott, presidct of Elliott -Haynes Ltd., radi researchers:

;shone Bay: We received our
the Control of Radio and
ire re in favor of the CAB. We nobri, on

gave a report to the
paramentary Radio Committee,
so e believe you are the one to
coal our wishes known to. We are
:ict satisfied with the way radio
atms are being run now, and
'uu like to have things remedied.
C' chief trouble is with the
-moy programs. Every program
as :o be strongly in favor of
:.ir Snow and against Wilf Carcr hether they wish to or not.
fie have to get Hank's new re .s but very few of them are
le o get Wilf's
new or old,
d vhen they do and play the
[de, the other side gets reic ti right away. Many of Wilf's
e songs are restricted, for the
is that have them and used
y them, cannot do so, now.
5! when
they play any of
Alf songs, they usually have
s that they are his own comn, but they forget to say
ng about the ones he does
mpose himself. With Wilf it
q to the opposite.
He isn't
e: credit for his own composite hut they are very quick to
1' the people of the ones that
:t his own. They are not ale to play Wilts records as
IA as Hank's either. We often
d r requests for Wilf's songs,
t'y are hardly ever played for
ai when they are they do not
ley are requested. But so
.hey will say that they have
r s for Hank's records. Now
c not think this is the way
:.o3tations should be, for Wilf
t iven a fair deal at all. We
''W many of the stations would
fa if they were independent.
'obit two weeks ago they start a equest program on CBA, in
Ilf:, and it is plain to see that
we and is to get requests for
nit now, but it has resulted in
rav between Hank
and Wilf
the They are doing
their ut 9t t keep Wilf down and Hank
t !`n all the show. They have
new releases and do every'ossible to get requests for
rn.they played them and told
hple which ones they had
gee mentioned about a new
g :ey were going to play on a
tai day and fairly
asked for
ties for it. But they don't
'e ill's new ones or tell the
!pl' which ones they do have,
Ph* any of them
unless they
i'rluested. The announcer they
Ip n this
program which is
ate
Breakfast Breakdown"
Is mself
"Old
'er much in favorRawhide" and
of Hank and
taritly hates
Wilf. He said
.vful things about Wilf
1i
a
ticE:hat you

Canadian Broadcaster
few months ago that we thought
he would surely be put off the
but instead of that he has air,
the one chosen to conduct been
this

program.
On yesterday's program he
a request for "My Queen of had
the
Prairies" by Wilf, and he played
some old-time music that they had
no requests for, and left Wilf's request for last when he didn't have
time to play much of it. This he
did because it was too nice a piece
to suit him.
Today they had a request for
"The Life and Death of John Dillinger" by Wilf Carter, which he
said they didn't have. Now we
know they do have that song for
a few days ago they played
"Awaiting the Chair" and those
two songs are on the same recording.
Now this is surely not a fair

contest, but in spite of this fact,
Wilf seems to be doing alright so
far, even if he hasn't been given
the credit for all his requests, but
we feel sure they will keep him,
from winning somehow.
These complaints may seem unimportant to you but we have had
to put up with these things so
long that it is anything but unimportant to us.
We are hoping that you will be
able to pass the letter on to the
proper authorities, where we hope
it will be acted upon.
Yours sincerely,
MRS. HARRIS DICKLE
VIOLET DICKLE
GERALDINE ERNEST
MARIE ERNEST
MRS. WILBERT ERNEST
AUDREY MANCHESTER
OPAL MANNING
YVONNE L. RUTH
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MONTREAL
COVERS THE QUEBEC

ENGLISH MARKET

;

-

I

Consult Northern Electric
for all your requirements
from microphone to antenna.

IONAL

ELECTRICAL

-atise111.9.=rs;
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RADIO STATION

UPI

i

Selling Power
Day and Night

WATTS

.rtrtirtirti

IOYears Old!
On August 19th CJGX celebrates

its Twentieth Birthday, marking
twenty years of devoted service to
the Farms and homes of one of the
richest sections of Canada's prairies
-N. E. Saskatchewan and N. W.
Manitoba.
Today CJGX is FIRST in the interest and affection of a loyal, constantly growing audience. To thousands of farmers and their families
CJGX is "THEIR" station.
Staff and equipment keep smartly
abreast of the times with new ideas,
new services to listeners-latest is
the Farm Services Department and
Remote Broadcast Unit under the
direction of Arthur Osborne, B.S.A.
(Man.).

CJGX
YORKTON

WESTERN CANADA'S FARM STATION
940 on the dial

-

-

-.

Dominion Network

T

'Representatives:
HORACE N. STOVIN & Ce., Toronto, Montreal,° Winnipeg
ADAM J. YOUNG Jr. INC., U.S.A.

i1WN'f
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PROGRAMS

Most Progressive Station

5000

16th,

town talks about it. If the
questions are easy, the station
gives away a few dollars twc
or three times a day. Everyone
seems to be winning. No matBuy
Build-Don't
ter how you. look at it, as long
by
as the station pours out tht
STATION MANAGER
cash, it has a hot program.
There is prevalent today, in
Creates No Listeners
Canadian broadcasting, a pracWhat happens when a statiot
tice that is a threat to the suc- does this type of thing in a city
cessful and profitable operation The sets -in -use report does no
of every station. It annually go up appreciably. The give
costs Canadian musicians, writ- away does not materially ad(
ers and talent, more money than to the number of radios turne
It is
I care to think about.
on at a certain time. However
work,
of
out
men
keeping good
the station does pull in a tre
discouraging highly - skilled mendous share of the audience
talent from entering the field, At the same time though,
and attracting the worst kind discourages intelligent peopl
of audience at the expense of from turning on their sets
a
quality listeners and buyers. It all. The poor hard-workin'
a
listener,
is insulting to the
production manager, who ha
threat to every station and been sweating his heart ou
makes an Elliott -Haynes sur- building an audience with cor
vey look ridiculous. Besides,
scientiously constructed pr(
it is as inethical as hell.
grams of merit, is at a complet
Buying Audience
loss.
I am speaking of the degradGood Shows Look Sick
ing habit of some Canadian
It
is common sense that
stations of using cash give- poor disc show, with a loue
aways, in various guises, as announcer and a giveaway gin
their main way of gaining and mick, is a program with mo
holding listeners. My house appeal to the average persc
isn't clean either, I don't like it, than any program built local
but I have to fight fire with for listener enjoyment, h
fire.
which offers nothing for Ire
Any advertising or broadGive a sponsor the choice of
casting executive knows the program with Bob Hope, F
formula. As often as once a
Allen, Bing Crosby and F
day, the station makes a ranSinatra rolled into one co
dom phone call. If the people half hour, or a poor rec
phoned are listening to the
with a poor annou
station, and can answer some show$500
cash to give away
but
questions, they win the jackhe'll
take
the lousy show
pot. If they are not listening,
every time.
the
gimmick
or are tuned to another station,
of the audie
get
his
share
the
where they are enjoying
No
other show
not
more.
program, they lose out.
compete with a star-stt
Hot Program
program like that.
If the questions are hard,
The Evil Spreads
naturally it is difficult to find
In a large western city
a listener to answer correctly.
As a result the cash piles up. station started the mer
Sooner or later someone wins a round of cash giveaways¡
fistful of dough, and the whole second station worried ov

Western Ontario's

London
Ontario

"gigAugust

`,PlN>NWJY.tiW'.N.tir
www.americanradiohistory.com
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r;ings and followed suit. A
et rd smaller station was forced
¡Io the field in order to maintin audience. The fourth reft.ed to give away cash. It
s od on its eth-ics, and, because
it program schedule w a s
sndly constructed and enjoyely the public, it could afford
t(

i

HOW THEY STAND

English
Ma Perkins
Big Sister

Life Can Be Beautiful
Lucy Linton
Pepper Young
Road of Life
Laura Limited
Right To Happiness

French
Jeunesse Doree
Rue Principale
Quelles Nouvelles
Tante Lucie
Le Quart d'heure
Grande Soeur
Courrier Confidences
The Platter Corner

11.1

11.0
10.8
10.6
9.7
7-2

20.9
19.7
13.1

12.7
12.5
11.5
9.4
8.5

-2.2
-3.5
-2.4
-3.1
-3.0
-3.4
-2.8
-2.2

-5.5
-7.0
-6.2
-6.9
-4.6
-4.8
-3.7

Junior Singing Stars

all this money was spent
lake Canadian radio some Pb to be proud of ; how much
i

S

1<et:t-

to spend all the give-

tea cash in

M,

'[' li'

program
ation.

the poverty -rid department of

12.1

-4.0
-1.7
-2.1

--

.7

11.8
11.7
11.6
11.4

-2.8
-1.8
new
-4.1

17.2

-10.2
-5.1

13.3
12.9

SERVICE

.7

- -1.8

Whether you are thinking of
establishing an FM or AM
broadcasting station, or extending your present radio
facilities, the services of experienced Marconi engineers
are available to assist you.
These services include-"

ANNIVERSARY
"Public Opinion," sponsored by
the David Spencer Department
Store, Vancouver, starts its fourth
year over CKWX in September. The
piece has a long-time lead over
other programs originated in VanON STAGE, COWBOY!
George McCloy, of CJOB, Winnipeg,
has moved his weekly
"Western Hour" to the stage of

I

tlliw much better it would

French
Metrople
On chant dans mon
quartier
Mosaique Musicale

15.3

13.5
12.6

new

couver.

the Dominion Theatre. There, after
donning the garb of Hank, the
Ranch Foreman, George sends the
program out over the air for 55
minutes. Five vocalists and an oldtime orchestra highlight the festivities. Patterson's Ranch House
sponsors the show.

i

.iM

CONSULTING
21.7
21.0

L

Better Programs

anda.

English
Fred Waring Show
Alec Templeton
Meet Corliss Archer
Alb. of Fam. Music
Tony Martin Show
Waltz Time
Kraft Music Hall
Treasure Trail
Silver Theatre
Take It or Leave It

-1.1

we outlawed this, when

I

ENGINEERING

EVENING

12.9
11.6

.

ratings started to drop and
other fellow started to get
1, audience and the business,
ould mean I'd have to im r e my station. I would have
) ;e a lot more money for an 1 icers,
musicians, writers
as better programs.
In turn,
'1( opposition would have to
a he same.
The lousy anicer would be out of a job,
'i the good announcer would
aaid more and would be
too; inclined to stay with the
i cress.
Listeners would be
icted, not to win something,
ttsimply to hear a darn fine
scram.
Money For Brains
In willing to accept compe- i l on a fair basis of good
'ro-amming, not on the low
vt of who can last the long d give the most cash
I don't think any legiti1R1
business f i r m should
t' tl to such tactics. The same
will buy brains to im9re the whole program
..1 Jules.
It would mean a
at'; between two stations, or
art or four, to see who
could
in In the best programs and
`rh(.ould get the best announrt5 This way it improves the
broadcasting field in
t11c2

MARCONI

The following appeared in the current
Elliott-Haynes Reports
as the top ten national programs, based
on fifteen key markets.
The first figure following the name is
the E -H Rating; the second is the change from the previous month.
DAYTIME

large Prairie city, one
scion, worried over low ratirs, has gone ahead with the
sae thing, spending cash by
tI bucket to pull audience
any from three other stations,
3-3 were willing to fight the
rang battle on g fair basis of
)rgrams. If the other stations
eise to join the merry-gocnd, they will hold their own,
x, they still can't win until
uh practice is stopped.
n the east, a station went so
a as to make helter-skelter
a s at homes throughout the
The station representa;, walked into the home.
If
h station was tuned in on the
o, the householder was
r n $5 on the spot.
No procan compete with that.
[n a
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Bernadette Roberge (left) received a cheque for $100 from CJKL
Manager Brian Shellon (right)
when she was recently acclaimed
first prize winner of the Kirkland
Lake station's talent discovery
series "Junior Singing Stars."
Nineteen young men and women
singers between 16 and 20 years of
age took part in the 14 -week series,
when this 20-year -old lyric soprano took first honors. Second
prize of $75 went to an 18 -year-old
lyric soprano, Katherine McBain,
of Kirkland Lake.

FARM FEATURE
A new feature for farm listeners

in the Fraser Valley, out of Vancouver, has been originated by
CKMO. Al Reusch combines market
reports, Department of Agriculture data and news from the Uni-

2. Design of the Antenna
and accessories to provide
the pattern.
3. Preparation of Findings
in acceptable documentary
form for presentation.

4. Attendance before
licensing authorities, if necessary when application is
being considered.
A preliminary discussion of
your radio engineering problems will not commit you in
any way. May we serve you?

Canadian Marconi Company
Established 1903
MARCONI BUILDING

Co-operation in the event was
afforded the station by the Kirkland District Association for Adult
Education, and Shellon announced
that a similar series would be
broadcast twice during the 194748 season.

LISTENERS SEND PROBS
The rain was beating on the studio windows, but Bud deBow made
no mention of it on his CKOC "Rise
and Shine" program, though the
breakfast -time offering is dotted
with "probs." The showers, Bud
l'ad heard were scattered and not
general.
Bud suggested that listeners telephone him at the studio from those
areas where it was raining. Within
half an hour a complete weather
summary was broadcast, compiled
from reports of listeners from
areas within a 25 -mile radius of
Hamilton.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Winnipeg

Vancouver

Halifax

St. John's,

Toronto
NfId.

MARCONI

versity Extension Branch,

with
news from the valley itself and
musical interludes.

Spectrum Search
the investigation, field work
and study of existing frequencies to devise the best
available field pattern.

Tho

Groatost Nam in Rodio

heored eit
LOCAL

NEWS COVERAGE

ACTUALITY

BROADCASTS,

HUMANITARIAN APPEALS,
PERSONALIZED PUBLIC
SERVICE

EDMONTON

August 16th,
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EDUCATION
Europeans Learn By
Radio
European countries are employing vigorous and imaginative
methods in tackling post-war problems facing them in the radio
field, writes Gabriel Parry in a
recent issue of "LONDON CALLING."
All over Europe, educational authorities are considering ways and
means of re-educating the young

talks are considered heavy and uninteresting, therefore the broadcasts are "built with swing," thus
capturing a young audience.
While Belgium builds an entertainment framework around educational broadcasts, Scandinavian
countries use a more direct presentation, their features being ,.lore
,

serious-minded.

Longer Talks
Denmark devotes more time and
care to children's broadcasts than
anything else, at the same time
offering a contrast with the Belgian policy of short talks. The
Danes like long discussions, their
FOR THESE ARTISTS
speakers being given complete
of their nations in order that many freedom to say what is on their
in the manner they prefer.
Abbott, Laurence
things they did during the war, mind
Barry, Pat
such as lying to the Germans, aid- The Copenhagen radio has a daily
Bochner, Lloyd
ing in hampering the Nazi forces "radio -magazine" for children. The
by subversive activities, and buy- program is made up of plays writBond, Roxana
and selling on the black ten and acted by children with
ing
Braden, Bernard
market, may have no place now talks about games and their hisChadwick, Marjorie
tory and hobbies to encourage
that peace has returned.
Cowan, Bernard
children to develop manual skill.
Swing
With
Built
Davies, Joy
Belgian programs for children These are interspersed by folk
Laddie
Dennis,
are built with a high moral tone. tunes sung by boy and girl choirs,
Gerow, Russ
Talks and plays are always based or music by a 32 -piece children's
Kelly, Barbara
Actuality broadcasts
on the theme of respect for auorchestra.
Lockerbie, Beth
thority, kindness to others, disci- are used widely, usually with an
Milsom, Howard
pline and honesty. All school historic theme, such as a recent
Nelson, Dick
broadcasts are in the form of plays on -the-spot airing of the discovery
with music and sound effects. One and excavation of an ancient VikO'Hearn, Mona
such half-hour broadcast is made ing chief's tomb.
Owens, Loy
up of a short talk, some music,
Serious Talks
Rapkin, Maurice
In general, Scandinavian counsome humor, an actuality feature
Ramsay
Ruby
Rouse,
on an important news item of the tries offer a diet of serious- minded
Scott, Sandra
week, and a short play based on fare to adult listeners, such as
Wood, Barry
the life of an explorer, artist com- broadcasts on topics for discussion
poser. Talks are never longer than by listening -groups. Denmark's inDay and Night Service
six or seven minutes, the educa- terest lies in talks about 19th
at
tional authorities maintaining that century social novels, politics,
Radio Artists Telephone
radio is firstly a medium of enter- money and production problems.
Exchange
tainment, and that longer talks are Sweden talks of health and society
too boring. Straight educational and discusses the future of countries which had walked arm -in arm with Germany during the war.
Swedes like mathematics and their
radio gives them regular talks on
the subject, after consumption of
which listeners attempt the solution of selected problems aired
''à41. LYI; i
time to time. Stockholm radio
from
Cots
Ii'
also presents a series of radio plays
4r:!Id
for listening groups who are invited to criticise the production
and acting. English lessons are
aired for children who are far from
secondary schools and whose teachers cannot speak good English.
Norway, also, devotes considerable
time to the English language. All
the Scandinavian countries back
up their educational broadcasts for
both children and adults with special textbooks and pamphlets,
TRANS -CANADA
NETWORK

-

which are easily obtainable at
'
low cost.
Indigestible Fare
France is not without her shar
of educational features. Accent i
placed on broadcasts of long talk
for adult, rather than young, lis
teners. Between 9 and 10 a.n
daily, listeners have a full hour r
history, science and fine arts, ju;
as they have for two hours c
Tuesday night. At seven in tt
morning, listeners are awakens
with 45 minutes of language sti
dies. "No other radio in the wort
would dream of offering its lk
I was going to sa;
teners fare
so indigestible," comments Gabri
but, perhaps the Frenc
Parry,"
like it that way."

-

-

Program
Pre -School
Toronto Junior League
The

plans to sponsor "Kindergarten
the Air" in co-operation with ti
cBC this fall, was described as b
neficial in that such progran
keep children out of mischief at
give them something constructil
to do, by Christine M. Heinig, Ne
York consultant in pre-school ed
cation, during a press luncheon
the Toronto Club last month.
"It is a simple matter," sa
Miss Heinig, "to suggest -things f
children to do as a follow-up
the things we havé been talki:
about or the songs we have sung
"Kindergarten of the Air" w
be presented for 15 minutes, fi
days a week, in 'addition to t
Junior League's "Sounds Fur
which was aired last year. 11Ií
Heinig, who served as education
advisor on a similar series in A
stralia in the late 30's, stated it w
conducted primarily as an e
periment in one part of the cou
try .but soon became national l.1
scope and gained support of Ai
stralians who found it met 1
needs of small children, partii
larly in rural areas where ft
kindergarten facilties were
cated.
"Kindergarten of the Air" is
signed to bring to pre-school
dren an appreciation of
music; enable them to' incre
their vocabulary, and deve
proper enunciation and good á
giene habits.
i

1

EAST MEETS WEST
At the WAS Convention
Minaki, Ont.

September 3-4

02p`SER

That's CHWK's new Cover,
Thousands of new listens
have reported listening t

CHWK

uuinnipEc
WATTS.

Write NOW for Fall
Availabilities

MiNioN

WRK

"The finest 34 Kw. statiol
in the West."

°pO wA*rs

Exclusive Sales Representative:

HORACE N. STOVIN
TORONTO

WINNIPEG

VALLE"

WAY UP!

OF

15,000
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of music for the Boy Scouts of

MUSIC
Kenney Gets
Cavalcade
Mart Kenney has copped off the
testro spot formerly occupied by
I)ward Cable on the new Cana din Calvacade program (Bordi's) which returns to Trans -Cansa (31 stations including supps)
a a new time, on a new day and
uth a new format.
Tuesdays at 8.30 and more music
ad fewer interviewers are the
anges brought about by Young
&Rubicam who devised the show
fr Borden's 4 years ago. Only one
uerview will be used on each
s mw and an effort is being made
t find interviewers with news and
nines. No f'rinstances are currentljavailable.
;The new show will stress music
irthe Kenney manner, with again
tiiamed top-flight guest stars.
Rnny will not be billed "... and
h Western Gentlemen," but will
u
his own orchestra with his
ular vocalists Norma Locke
r Roy Roberts.
3oth Kenney and his predecesHoward Cable, hold Beaver
ards.

Tune Cartoonist

)ronto and Canadian radio
3
is about to be invaded by
e Watson, who had his own
in the Royal Connaught
I .1, Hamilton, when he was at
ug school, went to New York in
blew his way through Unity on his clarinet, and finally
) e musical program adviser
BC, New York. During the
P shut -down, part of his job
to scrutinize all music used
C, published and unpublished,
and against copyright inements. During this time he
rte Percy Faith's Carnation
4' theme song, when ASCAP
'aed off "Wait Till The COWS
xe Home." He says he did it by
ut ng the cow piece upside down.
knie has conducted many cornrelial programs including "The
'he Show," "Reg'lar Fellas"
Jak Benny Replacement) and
O
of the "Popeye" cartoons.
ovelty numbers, as a tune carp t for Whiteman, Rubinoff,
y Goodman and others gave
utlets for his originality and
of humor which he admits
high.
the serious side, he has con d opera and written for such
as "U.S. Army Hour" and
Neighbors Program" (NBC
hony) He wrote a solid hour
,
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America films.
Watson, who a fortnight ago
clowned with two tin whistles as
guest on John Adaskin's "Opportunity Knocks," is back in Canada
to stay. He told June Dennis on a
CJBC interview that he wants to use
his experience in conducting, arranging and composing to the mutual advantage of Canadian radio
arid Ernie Watson.
CANADIAN SUITE
Canadian Composer Alexander
Brott is writing a symphonic suite
descriptive of Canada for CBC's International Service. The'five-movement suite will portray culture and
characteristics of the Maritimes,
Quebec, Ontario, the Prairies and
British Columbia.

TALENT
SHE GETS AROUND
Claire Wallace's return to
Trans -Canada August 18 has been
heralded with a series of recorded
dramatized spots made by Claire
herself and her announcer Elwood
Glover.
In a press book issued by Young
& Rubicam (Agency for Robin
Hood Flour), some of Claire's exploits, prior to this summer's trip
to Central America, are listed.
The 1945 Beaver Award winner
was the first Canadian passenger
to fly across the Atlantic, when
the Clipper Service opened. She
was the first woman passenger to
ily across Canada when TCA opened. She walked on the bottom of
the sea in a diving outfit in the
West Indies. She covered the
World Security Conference at San
Francisco. She interviewed Clement Attlee when hej visited Ottawa.
She covered the arrival of Viscount Alexander and his family in
Ottawa.

NELSON JUBILEE
Dick Diespecker of CJOR and Bill
Buckingham of CBR went up country to the Kootenay mining town
of Nelson B.C. to stage the town's
golden jubilee show during the
first week in August. With Buckingham producing and Diespecker
narrating the script he himself had
written, the pageant was produced
under the over-all direction of
Gordon Hilker, Vancouver impressario. The trio had a good deal
of valuable background in putting
on extravaganzas of this type,
having taken part in the Vancouver Jubilee Show last summer in
similar capacities.

CAMPS ELLTON

CKNB

N. El,

August 16, 1947
Dear Mr. Timebuyer:
A couple of weeks ago we got
darn sick and tired of saying:
"CKNB-Campbellton" every time a
station -break came along; so we
pooled our mental resources and came
up with "This is CKNB, in the
fast-growing city of Campbellton,
New Brunswick".
Daily phone calls, inquiries,
queries from the people we meet outside the office, editorials in local
and outside papers ... all have
convinced us that we kind of rang
the bell with this break, so far as
getting attention is concerned.
Of course, getting attention
is our business ... a business
that can help YOUR business pay off.
So have a good vacation, fellas;
that's where I'm heading right now.
Yours very truly,
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-a Better Buy than
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CJRL is now installing a new Ajax Tower,
transmission line and complementary equipment, representing the latest advance in
antenna engineering, which will deliver to
advertisers a still greater coverage of this
important zone,
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ACTING COURSE
CKMO Vancouver,
is one of 16 young actors and actresses taking a two month course
in radio acting technique under
Doug Nixon, drama producer at

Carr Peck, of

'

CBR.

PAYROLL

Kay Ervine , from CfOC, Lethbridge, and Eleanor Woolard from
CRAB, Moose Jaw have joined
CKRC continuity department. Dennis Lethbridge has joined CKRC as
and engineer.
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EDt1EATI®N
Europeans Learn By
Radio

FOR THESE ARTISTS
Abbott, Laurence
Barry, Pat
Bochner, Lloyd
Bond, Roxana
Braden, Bernard
Chadwick, Marjorie
Cowan, Bernard
Davies, Joy
Dennis, Laddie
Gerow, Russ
Kelly, Barbara
Lockerbie, Beth
Milsom, Howard
Nelson, Dick
O'Hearn, Mona
Owens, Loy
Rapkin, Maurice
Rouse, Ruby Ramsay
Scott, Sandra
Wood, Barry
Day and Night Service
at
Radio Artists Telephone
Exchange

talks are considered heavy and uninteresting, therefore the broadcasts are "built with swing," thus
capturing a young audience.
While Belgium builds an entertainment framework around educational broadcasts, Scandinavian
countries use a more direct presentation, their features being i.ioz e
I

1947

which are easily obtainable at a
low cost.

Indigestible Fare
France is not without her share
of educational features. Accent is
placed on broadcasts of long talks
for adult, rather than young, listeners. Between 9 and 10 a.m,
daily, listeners have a full hour of
history, science and fine arts, just
as they have for two hours on
Tuesday night. At seven in the
morning, listeners are awakened
with 45 minutes of language studies. "No other radio in the world
would dream of offering its listeners fare.- I was going to say,

European countries are employ- serious-minded.
ing vigorous and imaginative
Longer Talks
Denmark devotes more time and
methods in tackling post-war problems facing them in the radio care to children's broadcasts than
field, writes Gabriel Parry in a anything else, at the same time
recent issue of "LONDON CALLING." offering a contrast with the BelAll over Europe, educational 'au- gian policy of short talks. The
thorities are considering ways and Danes like long discussions, their so indigestible," comments Gabriel
means of re-educating the young speakers being given complete Parry,"
but, perhaps the French
of their nations in order that many freedom to say what is on their
in the manner they prefer. like it that way."
things they did during the war, mind
such as lying to the Germans, aid- The Copenhagen radio has a daily
ing in hampering the Nazi forces "radio -magazine" for children. The
-School
by subversive activities, and buy- program is made up of plays writThe Toronto Junior Leagu,
ing and selling on the black ten and acted by children with plans to sponsor "Kindergarten
market, may have no place now talks about games and their his- the Air" in co-operation with
that peace has returned.
tory and hobbies to encourage csc this fall, was described as
children to develop manual skill. neficial in that such progr.
Built With Swing
Belgian programs for children These are interspersed by folk keep children out of mischief
are built with a high moral tone. tunes sung by boy and girl choirs, give them something constructs
Talks and plays are always based or music by a 32 -piece children's to do, by Christine M. Heinig, N
on the theme of respect for au- orchestra.
Actuality broadcasts York consultant in pre-school ed
thority, kindness to others, disci- are used widely, usually with an cation, during a press luncheon
pline and honesty. All school historic theme, such as a recent the Toronto Club last month.
broadcasts are in the form of plays on -the -spot airing of the discovery
"It is a simple matter," s.:
with music and sound effects. One and excavation of an ancient Vik- Miss Heinig, "to suggest -things f
such half-hour broadcast is made ing chief's tomb.
children to do as a follow-up
up of a short talk, some music,
the things we have been talking
Serious Talks
feature
some humor, an actuality
In general, Scandinavian coun- about or the songs we have sung."
on an important news item of the tries offer a diet of serious- minded
"Kindergarten of the Air" will
week, and a short play based on fare to adult listeners, such as be presented for 15 minutes, five
the life of an explorer, artist com- broadcasts on topics for discussion days a week, in 'addition to the
poser. Talks are never longer than by listening-groups. Denmark's in- Junior League's "Sounds Fun,"
six or seven minutes, the educa- terest lies in talks about 19th which was aired last year. Mi
tional authorities maintaining that century social novels, politics, Heinig, who served as educatio
radio is firstly a medium of enter- money and production problems. advisor on a similar series in A
tainment, and that longer talks are Sweden talks of health and society stralia in the late 30's, stated it w
too boring. Straight educational and discusses the future of coun- conducted primarily as an
tries which had walked arm -in - periment in one part of the co
arm with Germany during the war. try but soon became national
Swedes like mathematics and their scope and gained support of A
radio gives them regular talks on stralians who found it met
the subject, after consumption of needs of small children, panic
which listeners attempt the solu- larly in rural areas where f
tion of selected problems aired kindergarten facilties were
from time to time. Stockholm radio cated.
also presents a series of radio plays
"Kindergarten of the Air" is
for listening groups who are in- signed to bring to pre-school c
vited to criticise the production dren an appreciation of go
and acting. English lessons are music; enable them to' incre
aired for children who are far from their vocabulary, and develó,
secondary schools and whose teach- proper enunciation and good h
ers cannot speak good English. giené habits.
Norway, also, devotes considerable
time to the English language. All
EAST MEETS WEST
the Scandinavian countries back
At the WAS Convention
up their educational broadcasts for
Minaki, Ont.
both children and adults with speSeptember 3-4
cial textbooks and pamphlets,
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of music for the Boy Scouts of

MUSIC
Kenney Gets

Cavalcade

Mart Kenney has copped off the

rs.estro spot formerly occupied by
I ward Cable on the new CanaCn Calvacade program (Bord1's) which returns to Trans -Cansa (31 stations including supps)
a a new time, on a new day and

a new format.
Cuesdays at 8.30 and more music

lath

ad fewer interviewers are the
eanges brought about by Young
&Rubicam who devised the show
f. Borden's 4 years ago. Only one
i:erview will be used on each
s iw and an effort is being made
tfind interviewers with news and
nines. No f'rinstances are current-
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America films.
Watson, who a fortnight ago
clowned with two tin whistles as
guest on John Adaskin's "Opportunity Knocks," is back in Canada
to stay. He told June Dennis on a
CJBC interview that he wants to use
his experience in , conducting, arranging and composing to the mutual advantage of Canadian radio
and Ernie Watson.
CANADIAN SUITE
Canadian Composer Alexander
Brott is writing a symphonic suite
descriptive of Canada for CBC's International Service. The'five-movement suite will portray culture and
characteristics of the Maritimes,
Quebec, Ontario, the Prairies and
British Columbia.

1,lavailable.

TALENT

l he new show will stress music
irthe Kenney manner, with again

tlamed top-flight guest stars.
any will not be billed "... and
K. Western Gentlemen," but will
u. his own orchestra with his
reular vocalists Norma Locke

SHE GETS AROUND
Claire Wallace's return to
Trans -Canada August 18 has been
heralded with a series of recorded
u Roy Roberts.
dramatized spots made by Claire
3oth Kenney and his predecesherself and her announcer Elwood
.P
Howard Cable, hold Beaver Glover.
ards.
In a press book issued by Young
& Rubicam (Agency for Robin
Hood Flour), some of Claire's exploits, prior to this summer's trip
to Central America, are listed.
The 1945 Beaver Award winner
was the first Canadian passenger
to fly across the Atlantic, when
the Clipper Service opened. s She
vas the first woman passenger to
-fly across Canada when TCA opened. She walked on the bottom of
the sea in a diving outfit in the
West Indies. She covered the
World Security Conference at San
Francisco. She interviewed Clement Attlee when he visited Ottawa.
She covered the arrival of Viscount Alexander and his family in

Tune Cartoonist

CAMPS ELUTON
111

111

31

Percy Faith's Carnation
theme song, when ASCAP
d off "Wait Till The Cows
e Home." He says he did it by
uiing the cow piece upside down.
&nie has conducted many com:n ial programs including "The
Show," "Reg'lar Fellas"
Benny Replacement) and
of the "Popeye" cartoons.
velty numbers, as a tune cart for Whiteman, Rubinoff,
Y Goodman and others gave
utlets for his originality and
,11i of humor which he
admits
iii
11

high.
the serious side, he has con d opera and written for such
as "U.S. Army Hour" and

Neighbors Program" (NBC
'hony). He wrote a solid hour
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NELSON JUBILEE
Dick Diespecker of CJOR and Bill
Buckingham of CBR went up country to the Kootenay mining town
of Nelson B.C. to stage the town's
golden jubilee show during the
first week in August. With Buckingham producing and Diespecker
narrating the script he himself had
written, the pageant was produced
under the over-all direction of
Gordon Bilker, Vancouver impressario. The trio had a good deal
of valuable background in putting
on extravaganzas of this type,
having taken part in the Vancouver Jubilee Show last summer in
similar capacities.

WATTS

Now

For Listeners

-"plus" service and
performance!

For Advertisers
-a Better Buy than

Ever!
CJRL is now installing a new Ajax Tower.
transmission line and complementary equipment, representing the latest advance in
antenna engineering, which will deliver to
advertisers a still greater coverage of this
important zone.

_.

ACTING COURSE
CKMO Vancouver,
is one of 16 young actors and actresses taking a two month course
in radio acting technique under
Doug Nixon, drama producer at

Carr Peck, of

CBB.

PAYROLL
Kay Ervine from CJOC, Lethbridge, and Eleanor Woolard from
CHAB, Moose Jaw have joined
CKRC continuity department. Dennis Lethbridge has joined CKRC as
and engineer.
,

111

August 16, 1947
Dear Mr. Timebuyer:
A couple of weeks ago we got
darn sick and tired of saying:
"CKNB-Campbellton" every time a
station -break came along; so we
pooled our mental resources and came
up with "This is CKNB, in the
fast-growing city of Campbellton,
New Brunswick".
Daily phone calls, inquiries,
queries from the people we meet outside the office, editorials in local
and outside papers ... all have
convinced us that we kind of rang
the bell with this break, so far as
getting attention is concerned.
Of course, getting attention
is our business ... a business
that can help YOUR business pay off.
So have a good vacation, fellas;
that's where I'm heading right now.
Yours very truly,

Ottawa.

)ronto and Canadian radio
is about to be invaded by
e Watson, who had his own
in the Royal Connaught
=Ide1, Hamilton, when he was
at
lid school, went to New York in
".1
blew his way through Unity on his clarinet, and finally
e musical program adviser
NBC, New York. During the
1SAP shut -down, part of his job
va to scrutinize all music used
t)
BC, published and unpublished,
and against copyright inements. During this time he

111
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Toronto, Montreal or Winnipeg.
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Europeans Learn By
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Davies, Joy
Dennis, Laddie
Gerow, Russ
Kelly, Barbara
Lockerbie, Beth
Milsom, Howard
Nelson, Dick
O'Hearn, Mona
Owens, Loy
Rapkin, Maurice
Rouse, Ruby Ramsay
Scott, Sandra
Wood, Barry
Day and Night Service
at
Radio Artists Telephone
Exchange
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European countries are employing vigorous and imaginative
methods in tackling post-war problems facing them in the radio
field, writes Gabriel Parry in a
recent issue of "LONDON CALLING."
All over Europe, educational authorities are considering ways and
means of re-educating the young
of their nations in order that many
things they did during the war,
such as lying to the Germans, aiding in hampering the Nazi forces
by subversive activities, and buying and selling on the black
market, may have no place now
that peace has returned.

Built With Swing
Belgian programs for children
are built with a high moral tone.
Talks and plays are always based
on the theme of respect for authority, kindness to others, discipline and honesty. All school
broadcasts are in the form of plays
with music and sound effects. One
such half-hour broadcast is made
up of a short talk, some music,
some humor, an actuality feature
on an important news item of the
week, and a short play based on
the life of an explorer, artist composer. Talks are never longer than
six or seven minutes, the educational authorities maintaining that
radio is firstly a medium of entertainment, and that longer talks are
too boring. Straight educational

'S41;sCY'.;ti

tlt!:t

it

GIt:!Ut

talks are considered heavy and uninteresting, therefore the broadcasts are "built with swing," thus
capturing a young audience.
While Belgium builds an entertainment framework around educational broadcasts, Scandinavian
countries use a more direct presentation, their features being ,.lone
serious-minded.

Longer Talks
Denmark devotes more time and
care to children's broadcasts than
anything else, at the same time
offering a contrast with the Belgian policy of short talks. The
Danes like long discussions, their
speakers being given complete
freedom to say what is on their
in the manner they prefer.
mind
The Copenhagen radio has a daily
"radio -magazine" for children. The
program is made up of plays written and acted by children with
talks about games and their history and hobbies to encourage
children to develop manual skill.
These are interspersed by folk
tunes sung by boy and girl choirs,
or music by a 32 -piece children's
Actuality broadcasts
orchestra.
are used widely, usually with an
historic theme, such as a recent
on -the-spot airing of the discovery
and excavation of an ancient Viking chief's tomb.
Serious Talks
In general, Scandinavian countries offer a diet of serious- minded
fare to adult listeners, such as
broadcasts on topics for discussion
by listening -groups. Denmark's interest lies in talks about 19th
century social novels, politics,

-

money and production problems.
Sweden talks of health and society
and discusses the future of countries which had walked arm -inarm with Germany during the war.
Swedes like mathematics and their
radio gives them regular talks on
the subject, after consumption of
which listeners attempt the solution of selected problems aired
from time to time. Stockholm radio
also presents a series of radio plays
for listening groups who are invited to criticise the production
and acting. English lessons are
aired for children who are far from
secondary schools and whose teachers cannot speak good English.
Norway, also, devotes considerable
time to the English language. All
the Scandinavian countries back
up their educational broadcasts for
both children and adults with special textbooks and pamphlets,

which are easily obtainable
low cost.

.
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Indigestible Fare
France is not without her
of educational features. Acc
placed on broadcasts of long t
for adult, rather than young,
teners. Between 9 and 10
daily, listeners have a full hoi
history, science and fine arts, t
as they have for two hour
Tuesday night. At seven in e
morning, listeners are awakie(l
with 45 minutes of language tu dies. "No other radio in the weld
would dream of offering its LisI was going to ply,
teners fare

-

-

so indigestible," comments Gaëìel

Parry,"
but, perhaps the Frith
like it that way."

Pre -School Program

The Toronto Junior Leas_
plans to sponsor "HindergarteI
the Air" in co-operation wi
e
csc this fall, was described
neticial in that such pro
s
keep children out of mischief d
give them something constru e
to do, by Christine M. Heinig,
York consultant in pre-school tcation, during a press lunches t
the Toronto Club last month
"It is a simple matter," d
Miss Heinig, "to suggest -thing r
children to do as a follow -i4 .o
the things we have been taIt
about or the songs we have sly "
"Kindergarten of the Air"i Il
be presented for 15 minutes,' e
days a week, in kddition to e
Junior League's "Sounds 1 b
which was aired last year.
Heinig, who served as educate t1
advisor on a similar series in; tstralia in the late 30's, stated iti
conducted primarily as an!'.
periment in one part of the
!try but soon became nation n
scope and gained support of r
stralians who found it met to
needs of small children, park ilarly in rural areas where'
kindergarten facilties were
cated.
"Kindergarten of the Air"
signed to bring to pre-school
dren an appreciation of
music; enable them to' inctheir vocabulary, and del(
proper enunciation and goo*.
giene habits.
,
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MUSIC
Kenney Gets
Cavalcade
Mart Kenney has copped off the
maestro spot formerly occupied by

the new CanaCalvacade program (Bor ten's) which returns to Trans -Canada (31 stations including supps)
it a new time, on a new day and
Howard Cable on

films.
Watson, who a fortnight
clowned with two tin whistles ago
as
guest on John Adaskin's "Opportunity Knocks," is back in Canada
to stay. He told June Dennis
on a
CJBC interview that he wants
to use
his experience in conducting,
arranging and composing to the mutual advantage of Canadian radio
and Ernie Watson.

lian

new format.
Tuesdays at 8.30 and more music
,nd fewer interviewers are the

,vith a

2hanges

brought about by Young

Rubicam who devised the show
°or Borden's 4 years ago. Only one
nterview will be used on each
;how and an effort is being made
o

find

_ames.
y

CANADIAN SUITE
Canadian Composer Alexander
Brott is writing a symphonic suite
descriptive of Canada for cBc's International Service. The'five-movement suite will portray culture and
characteristics of the Maritimes,
Quebec, Ontario, the Prairies and
British Columbia.

interviewers with news and
f'rinstances are current-

No

available.

show will stress music
Kenney manner, with again
'named top-flight guest stars.
fenny will not be billed ". . and
pis Western Gentlemen," but will
.se his own
orchestra with his
egular vocalists Norma Locke
nd Roy Roberts.
Both Kenney and his predecesr, Howard Cable, hold Beaver
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Tune Cartoonist
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and Canadian radio
about to be invaded by
nie Watson, who had his
own
nd in the
Royal Connaught
tel Hamilton, when he was at
:h school, went to New York
in
14, blew his way through
Uni'sity on his clarinet, and finally
game musical program
adviser
NBc, New York. During
the
CAP shut -down, part of his
job
8 to scrutinize
all music used
NBC, published
and unpublished,
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guard against copyright inigements. During this time he

)te Percy Faith's
Carnation
-k theme song, when ASCAP

iked off "Wait Till The
Cows
` 'ne Home."
He says he did it by
the
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cow piece upside down.
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:rnie has conducted
'rcial Programs

many comincluding "The

Show," "Reg'lar Fellas"
Benny Replacement) and
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cartoons.
novelty numbers,
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Rubinoff,
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as "U.S. Army Hour"
and

Neighbors Program"
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of music for the Boy
Scouts of
America

(

NBC

Phony). He wrote
a solid hour

SHE GETS AROUND
Claire Wallace's
return to
Trans -Canada August 18 has been
heralded with a series of recorded
dramatized spots made by Claire
herself and her announcer Elwood
Glover.
In a press book issued by Young
& Rubicam (Agency for Robin
Hood Flour), some of Claire's exploits, prior to this summer's trip
to Central America, are listed.
The 1945 Beaver Award winner
was the first Canadian passenger
to fly across the Atlantic, when
the Clipper Service opened. She
was the first woman passenger to
fly across Canada when TCA opened. She walked on the bottom of
the sea in a diving outfit in the
West Indies. She covered the
World Security' Conference at San
Francisco. She interviewed Clement Attlee when hJvisited Ottawa.
She covered the arrival of Viscount Alexander and his family in
Ottawa.

CAMPS ELLTON

N.B,

August 16, 1947
Dear Mr. Timebuyer:
A couple of weeks ago we got
darn sick and tired of saying:
"CKNB-Campbellton" every time a
station -break came along; so we
pooled our mental resources and came
up with "This is CKNB, in the
fast-growing city of Campbellton,
New Brunswick".
Daily phone calls, inquiries,
queries from the people we meet outside the office, editorials in local
and outside papers ... all have
convinced us that we kind of rang
the bell with this break, so far
as
getting attention is concerned.
Of course, getting attention
is our business ... a business
that can help YOUR business pay
off.
So have a good vacation, fellas;
that's where I'm heading right now.
Yours very truly,
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NELSON JUBILEE
Dick Diespecker of CJOR and Bill
Buckingham of CBR went up country to the Kootenay mining town
of Nelson B.C. to stage the town's
golden jubilee show during the
first week in August. With Buckingham producing and Diespecker
narrating the script he himself had
written, the pageant was produced
under the over-all direction of
Gordon Bilker, Vancouver impressario. The trio had a good deal
of valuable background in putting
on extravaganzas of this type,
having taken part in the Vancouver Jubilee Show last summer in
similar capacities.
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For Advertisers
-a Better Buy than

Ever!
CJRL is now installing a new Ajax Tower,
transmission line and complementary equipment, representing the latest advance in
antenna engineering, which will deliver to
advertisers a still greater coverage of this

important zone.

ACTING COURSE
CKMO Vancouver,
is one of 16 young actors and actresses taking a two month course
in radio acting technique under
Doug Nixon, drama producer at

Carr Peck, of

CBR.

PAYROLL
Kay Ervine from cJoc, Lethbridge, and Eleanor Woolard from
joined
CHAB, Moose Jaw 'have
DenCKRC continuity department.
CKRC as
joined
has
Lethbridge
nis
and engineer.
,

KENORA ON
<.: awasavawzavwaanmvvs

DOMINION
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NETWORK

Write the Horace N. Stovin man in
Toronto, Montreal or Winnipeg.
In the States, it's Adam J. Young Jr. Inc.

August 16th,
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IF YOU'RE looking for a

Sales Producer in the Western Ontario market, CKLW

is your best bet.

Listener audience acceptance and buying influence are the important things
to be considered when selecting a radio station as an advertising medium.

CKLW has concentrated on this market for 15 years. To -day it is a welcome
visitor in 95,710 homes in the daytime and 87,314 homes at night.

Program and station publicity is always carefully planned and consistently
used to build and 'hold a worth -while audience and to give value to our advertiser.

Don't overlook this influential radio station when making plans for an
advertising or sales promotion campaign in this fertile market.
Remember, too, It's Harvest Time in this market ... time to reap the benefits
of CKLW's 15 years' concentration in the Western Ontario area.

J. E. CAMPEAU
MANAGING DIRECTOR

CKLW

"THE GOOD NEIGHBOUR STATION'S
WINDSOR
ONTARIO

REPRESENTATIVES:

H. N.

STOVIN, CANADA
www.americanradiohistory.com
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is a good vehicle for promoters
Canadian movie productions of
and
stage shows to use for getting
across legitimate news of
their

REVIEWS

business. Any outfit providing
news should not have much
trouble easing out the pure publicity
blurbs which naturally have
be
used on early programs in tothis
type of series.
Some observers of the opening
show commented that the piece
would be improved by the addition of an intelligent criticism of
a selected movie for the week.
However, it usually turns out that
originators of a program of this
kind know what their listeners
want, so the comment was obviously a minority opinion.
The show moves along fast, with
Wallie Peters directing the music
and Ross Mortimer as Emcee.
Starlet Jorga Curtwright, from
Hollywood, and former Vancouverites Kaye Connor and Doreen Wilson, now on the stage, were on
hand for opening night.

Candid Microphone

unusual program iaea on NBC,

An

Montreal by CFCF, is the
Microphone,"
Sunday
night at 11.15 EDST. An NBC staff
man carrying a concealed microup conversations
phone strikes
5ith unsuspecting strangers, and
the dialogue is recorded and broadaired in

Candid

cast on the program with the permission of the anonymous interviewees. When I caught this onus-

,

half-hour for the first time, the
NBC man was talking a tailor into
making a suit for a pet kangaroo.
This was folIówed by three conversations picked up by a concealed mike in a beauty parlor,
and confirmed my worst suspiual

regarding what women talk
beauty parlors. Next week
staff man is going to try to
the show to a sponsor, while
hidden mike picks up every

cions

about in
the
sell

the

word.
On
ideas

the tested theory that bright
like this usually spread rap-

every stranger who enters
henceforth will be thoroughly frisked before a word is

-Dales

Flicks & Flashes

Fletcher, a Toronto girl
switched the old plot and
e good in the west, has started
to become Canada's Hedda
per, with Vancouver as a base
bf operations and CJOR as the outlet over the Dominion network.
usan

program,
"Flicks
Sr_
got under way a few
weeks ago with raucous huzzas on
the publicity trumpets and more
stage and screen stars than you
ould shake a transmitter at, on
land for the face-off.
Miss Fletcher,
who recently
cured Canada and Hollywood on
ne lookout for movie news items,
und was in Toronto to lay on the
leal with the CBC, says the show is
Limed at spreading the word
about
anadian stage and movie talent.
The first night she managed a
,ew
items of Canadian origin
amongst the Hollywood stuff, and
emarked that she hoped there
Could be
more on subsequent
The

Flashes,"

the first show of its kind in
coutry, "Flicks & Flashes"

CkSB
ïT,

BONIFACE

produce

L

ISTE Nability
Would you notice the
difference-if the furniture store delivered your
new radio in a ten ton
truck or a half ton delivery wagon? No. The
same applies to radio
reception. It isn't the
carrier that counts, it's
what it delivers.

-

ASK ANY ENGINEER
FIELD STRENGTH shows
STRENGTH of the CARRIER which is CONTROLLED by
AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL on MODERN RADIOS.

ON

/-

tio

MAN,

ba S
cij+Jv1S
;tio

W

does not

being a bit raucous.
Guest on this particular show
was mimic Dick Nelson who tried
very hard to give us Maurice Chevalier. Nelson can come up with
some clever impersonations but
singing just isn't in his books.
All in all, Clary Settell carries
the ball throughout a fast-moving
half-hour. A remarkable guy is
-Benson
Clary.

)roadcasts.
As
his

STRENGTH

Clary's Gazette

"Clary's Gazette" heard Fridays
at 8 p.m. (E) from Dominion,
does a smooth job of turning back
the pages to the button -boot and
bosom era around the turn of the
century. Clary Settell who is Mr.
Gay Nineties himself, brought
many a smile to the oldsters with
his reminiscing repartee during his
August 1 show. While some say
that Clary has eased up lately, he
still smacks of someone out of
Hammerstein's scrapbook to me.
The Music Hall melodies are
ably treated by Russ Gerow and
make you wonder why Russ has
been holding himself back the past
few semesters. The ubiquitous
Four Gentlemen have no trouble
getting enthusiastic about the old
songs either. Announcer Byng
Whitteker has developed a glib
line of chatter that is easy to take,
although at times he appears to t.
carried away with his own vitality,
his opening and closing antics

office

spoken.

FIELD

-Francis

idly,

this
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BRIEFS
TO

BROADCASTING
By

Walter

FOLLOWING POP
Young Billy Hewitt seems bent
in following in his father's footsteps. Foster's boy is spending his
vacation from Upper Canada College by working at CJRL, Kenora.
He is determined to learn radio
from the ground up, and is taking
on every job thrown at him.

THE

INDUSTRY
E.

Elliott

NAB TO TOAST CAB
party in honour of
the CAB and its members will be
held by John J. Gillin, Jr., president and general manager of wow,
Omaha, at the Ambassador Hotel,
Atlantic City, on Monday night,
September 15, the first day of the
NAB Convention.
A cocktail

11

Eleventh in a series of frank talks
about Elliott -Haynes and the
broadcasting industry.

Percentage Of Listeners
IF

A GIVEN program receives a rating of 10.0 at a
when the sets -in -use index is 31.5, the
Percentage of Listeners is determined by dividing

POWER UPPED

time

Quebec City, is now operating on 1280 kcs. with 1 kw. During evening, the station uses directional antenna to cover the St.
Lawrence Valley while it operates
day - time
in
non -directionally
CKCV,

the sets -in -use index into the program rating and
multiplying the result by 100 to give a percentage
of 31.7.

Thus, it can be presumed that, within the limits of

statistical variation, this program is drawing 31.7%
of the available listening audience at that time.

hours.
RADIO SPENDINGS
National Advertisers spent

Continuous Radio Audience
Measurement. Since 1040

Sun Life Building

515

MONTREAL

Broadview Ave.

TORONTO

Service. Twelve spots were purchased on the station offering to
spray crops with 2-4-D weed killer.
After the second flash the sponsor
cancelled. He had received more
orders than he could fill, he claimed, but offered to pay for the announcements not used to show his
appreciation.

BB1V1

ACCORDING
er now offers adv
figures, CFCY
of 87,560
audience
night
a
tisers
Maritime
in the 3
radio homes
the Gaspe Peninsula
provinces and
of any
audience
largest
.the
Montreal
station east of
private
other
that of any
nearly twice
the same area.
station in

PIANIST CRASHES
Lou Snider, well-known Toronto
pianist, made a crash landing in a
plane he was piloting near Maple
Ontario, August 3. He suffered a
broken leg, hip and jaw, a severe
chest injury and badly lacerated
face. At the time of writing, he is
reported to be in a critical condition at St. Michael's Hospital, Toronto. His companion, "Doc" Marshall, escaped without injury.

fv.v

J/

OW
CHARLO T=T

N

')fie MARITIME

%iusf STATION

LTD.
ALL- CANADA RADIO FACILITIES
WEED k CO. IN THE U.S.A.

Radio-Commotion
Actor-Promotion
Soapera-Emotion

POET'S CORNER
You said your new chai
was young, so f et ti
and so fair,
With eyes afire liked.
monds in a ring.
You raved about her she k
ears, her fine -spun i,.
en hair;
But you forgot to to
can she sing?

WHAT'S WRONG WITH Tll
I must give my lines all
have, said the actor,
must never steal the th
from the other performe

e

I

Ic

cording to the estimate, and $1,786,000 with the CBC.

SATISFIED4-dANCELS

to 1946

DEPT. OF PERPETUALS

a

total of $11,136,592 in 1946, according to a recent estimate of the
Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Of
this sum, $9,350,592 was spent with
85 privately-owned stations, ac-

A flax -spraying service by helicopter was offered to farmers over
CKRC, Winnipeg, by Skyways Air

' A

MAXIM
Why bother to be d
when it's so little more t
to be impossible?

HOME TO ROOST
Rey Piercey, who left H. N.
Stovin & Company to join Harold
F. Stanfield Ltd., and then went to
Ronald Advertising Agency, Toronto, has returned to the Stovin
office, where he is currently doing
rep work on CJBC.

RECOVERED
Reed Chapman who has been ill
and out of radio since last January, is back at the mike handling
VANCOUVER SUN newscast
over
CKWx One of Reed's best-known
one-man series in the past was
"Over The Back Fence" a daily
quarter hour discussion of the activities of "neighbors" of a number of different nationalities.

www.americanradiohistory.com

LIFE'S WORK
Then there's the bright ;.4 n
man who spent half hiriljt}
searching for an opportf it
to write, found it, andkite
put in the other half
to think up something to r it
about.

HEARD SOMEWHERE
I shot an arrow into the
It fell to earth I kno.,
where.
That's how I lose all m
arrows.

OVER -DOSE
How about the
told listeners so
his nostrum in
cials that there

II]

sponsc

much
his cc
wasn'"

thing left for potenti
tourers to ring up and
drugstore.
ti

RENAISSANCE
One effective way to
jolting people out of
seats by interrupting a
ful program of classical
with offensive plugs we
to cut out the beautift
gram of classical musi4

HELP WANTED MALE
Wanted for station neW
courageous editor. Mué
a straight eye for tearin
er.

u

I

ti]
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ANAUÌAN MARKET

BRITISH COLOMBIANS ARE
RADIO

CONSCIOUS!
.yam

Fact No. 12:

qüertmoviti

On a per capita basis, B.C. has
more radio stations to serve its
people than any other province in
Canada.
In this vast, most
westerly province (with only
eleven daily newspapers) our
customers have learned to look
to radio as their chief source of
day-to-day information and en-

RAP°

tertainment.

of

j6

SPONSORED BY THESE
INDEPENDENT STATIONS

Chilliwack

C

HWK

Kamloops

CFJCC

Kelowna

Nelson

CKOV

CKLN
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Of BRITISH COLUMBIA
N ew

Westminster

CKNW

DOLLAR BUY

"TH

in Canada's
richest market !"
That's what our advertisers say-and it
makes us at CFRB pretty proud! There
are 44 firms who have been advertising
on CFRB since 1936-satisfied sponsors
for over ten years. And there's only
one thing that makes them satisfied,
keeps them advertising over
CFRB-results!
Yes, every advertising dollar spent
on CFRB gives results. Here are facts:

heart of industrial
Ontario, the area that represents over
40 ó of Canada's total retail sales.
And, in this area, every advertising
dollar on CFRB buys:
CFRB covers the

potential radio homes
after 7.00 p.m.
3,475 potential radio homes
between 6 and 7 p.m.
5,195 potential radio homes
at other times.
2,795

TORONTO
REPRESENTATIVES
UNITED STATES

No wonder our advertisers

Adam J. Young Jr., Incorporated
CANADA

All-Canada Radio Facilities Limited

are

-a

satisfied! They're getting results
buying audience in a buying market!

Looking forward to the next twenty years !
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